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Abstract 
Nonth of Birth and its Relationship to Streaming in the Primary School. 
This study is concerned vrith an investigation into the relationship 
bet\-1een month of birth and stream placement .in the primary school. It is 
particularly concerned \·lith the possibility that, where traditional streaming 
is implemented, there may be an under-estimation of the younger children in a 
school year age group. 
Streaming is usually defined as "grouping according to ability \tith 
considerations of attainment", but, in practice, only attainment seems to be 
assessed adequately, and ability tends to be given less attention. In the 
traditionally streamed primary school, allocation is usually based on attain-
ment level at the time of leaving the infant department. It is possible that 
some of the younger children in the year group, who have matured less 
intellectually, and who have had less time in the infant department to benefit 
from early formal tuition, may be under-estimated and placed in lo\o~er streams 
than their potential would warrant. 
In the study 1000 children from 5 schools, 500 in the first year of the 
junior department and .500 in the fourth year, v1ere investigated \IIi th respect 
to Month of Birth, I.Q., and Stream Placement. 
Results showed that, although, in general, the children were successfully 
streamed, and although no birth months were superior \rith respect to 
intelligence, the younger children tended to be placed more readily in the 
lov1er streams. This \•Jas the case at first year level but not at fourth year 
level. Thus, although there \..ras a tendency for early underestimation of the 
younger children of the school year group, this seemed to be rectified later 
to a great extent. 
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PREFACE 
The concern of this study is to investigate the possibility that some of 
the younger children of a school year age group m~ be undervalued at the 
prima~ school level when the traditional procedure of streaming, or grouping 
according to abili~ is adopted. 
It is distinctly possible that some of the younger children, who have 
matured less intellectually and who have had leas time in the infant department 
to benefit from early formal tuition, m~ be underestimated on arrival at the 
junior department at the age of sev.en years. If junior departments adopt the 
procedure of streaming at this time, some of the younger children may be placed 
in lower streams than their true abili~ and potential would warrant, and a 
preponderance of younger children may be found in the lower streams. 
Also, unless there is a great degree of flexibili~ and opportuni~ for 
movement between streams in the traditionally streamed junior department, the 
effect could be lasting, with the younger children still being undervalued at 
the end of their junior school career. 
This stu~ aims to investigate a sample of approximately 1000 junior school 
children, 500 seven year olds in their first year in the junior department, and 
500 eleven year olds in their fourth year in the junior department. 
Any evidence for the underestimation of younger children in terms of 
stream placement will be assessed and this will be done for both sub-samples. 
Comparisons between the two sub-samples will also be made so that any 
lasting effects can be noted. 
It is particularly stressed that the comparisons will be between two 
different groups of children. This is not a follow-up stu~. 
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General Introduction and Discussion 
In this section the author swrunarizes the general position of streaming 
as he sees it, and in the next section surveys the relevant literature. 
In discussions on Streaming tn the Prima~ School ~he object has usually 
been to evaluate the desirabili~ of the system or the results of the system 
in some w~. Suggestions have been made as to the beneficial effect on both 
the brighter and duller children of being taught in homogeneous groups. 
Alternative~ claims have been made that brighter children benefit from 
the stimulation of their brighter colleagues when placed in such groups. 
Discussion has centred around the relationship of streaming to the morale 
and the motivation of pupils, and it has also covered the social aspects. 
Theoretical~ the position m~ be summarised as follows. 
1. Concerning Social and Emotional Factors 
Heterogeneous grouping is more natural in a democratic society and it is 
better for the social development of both the individual and the group at large. 
It is also less likely to be emotional~ damaging to some individuals in the 
group and less likely to affect adversely the personality development of such 
individuals. The point here is that ego development m~ be affected, some 
persons perhaps over-developing their ego and over-evaluating themselves and 
others doing the opposite, with the added danger of the traumatic effect of 
classification changes. 
As against this homogeneous grouping is said to be realistic, and it aids 
an individual's recognition and acceptance of his abilities, his limitations and 
his role in socie~. It m~ also be argued that, up to a point, it protects 
the individual psychologically as it prevents competition at an impossible 
level, the individual being grouped with others of the same level of abili~ 
and attainment. Also, as with the principle of proximity in perception, wide 
individual differences will be more easi~ noticed and emphasised when they 
are brought together in heterogeneous groups. Thus the psychological point 
concerning emotional damage and personali~ development could also operate 
against the heterogeneous group. 
2. Concerning Motivational Factors 
Those in favour of streaming stress the need for competition with peers 
of similar interest and abili~ and point out that this m~ be lacking in the 
heterogeneous group. They seem to be more concerned about positive motivational 
effects on the brighter pupil and perhaps less concerned about negative motiv-
ational effects on the duller pupil. They seem to work from an a priori assump-
tion that competition itself is essential and beneficial, but perhaps ignore 
the fact that it can have differential effects on different members of the 
group. Individual members of a group can be affected by competition in diff-
erent w~s according to their own personali~ characteristics and also with 
respect to their standing and performance in the group. 
Those opposed to streaming are probably not less interested or concerned 
about the progress of the brighter child, but they seem to be probably less 
anxious or worried about the possibili~ of inadequate performance by the 
brighter children when competition is at a minimum. They tend to take the 
view that the brighter pupil will have much the same success irrespective of 
~he system or organisation. They seem to be more concerned about the duller 
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children, particular~ with respect to the possible negative effects of 
streaming on the duller child's level of motivation. Of course they do not 
regard competition itself to be so essential or beneficial, and often consider 
that cooperation within a group can motivate the individuals in that group 
more than direct competition between those individual members of the group. 
Thus there seems to be an underlying fundamental difference in attitude towards 
competition v. cooperation. 
There has been ve~ little done to test the relative effects of cooperation 
and competition in education but what has been done suggests that both have a 
part to play but that cooperation can have beneficial effects greater than had 
hitherto been thought. Maller (1929) found that competition generally tended 
to be a stronger motivating force than cooperation, but that many children in 
some circumstances are more strong~ motivated by cooperation. As Craft's, 
Schneirla et al (1950) point out,Maller's cooperative situations in his stu~ 
involved group competition, individuals in groups cooperating to set their per-
formance against other groups. It is possible that cooperation m~ be more 
telling and effective when the group is working on a project for its own sake 
rather than to promote group prestige. 
3. Concerning Practical and Technical Aspects 
Those in favour of streaming claim that the teaching is more efficient 
when groups are homogeneous and that the resulting learning will be better. The 
range of abili~ is less extensive and lessons can be more easily presented to 
the group as a whole. Up to a point the same is said for the range of interests 
of the pupils. Carta~ in terms of teaching organisation it is easier to 
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operate with homogeneous groups as class teaching can be applied throughout, 
and less teacher contact time is wasted as the teacher has not got to divide his 
or her time between three or four sub groups. It is argued that teacher contact 
or direct teacher stimulation is reduced in heterogeneous groups as the teacher 
has to attend to three or four groups, and also lesson preparation becomes a 
much more complex and difficult business. 
It is also claimed that discipline tends to suffer with heterogeneous 
grouping as, when class teaching is given, the extremes in abili~ become bored, 
and, when group work is invoked, some children take advantage of the lack of 
direct supervision. 
Those opposed to streaming reject the claim that teaching is more efficient 
when homogeneous groups are arranged. It is claimed that some things, such as 
art and music, can be taught to a heterogeneous group as a whole, and that 
grouping and 11 setting" with other work can ensure that all pupils in a hetero-
geneous group make progress at their own level. Skilled preparation and 
organisation by the teacher can ensure that all work to their full potential. 
Those opposed to streaming deqy that the interests of the bright and dull are 
so ver,y different, particular~ in the ear~ school years, and they stress that 
the interests of the bright can often stimulate the dull. They thus cladm that 
heterogeneous grouping does not retard the bright and that it m~ well assist 
the development of the dull. 
Those opposing streaming would agree t~ with a heterogeneous group, the 
teacher's task is a more skilled and exacting one, but they believe the teachers 
should accept this challenge. It is conceded that teacher contact and teacher 
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stimulation at the class teaching level is not so operative with the hetero-
geneous group as with the homogeneous group, but it is claimed that this is a 
good thing. In the heterogeneous group children tend to be given more oppor-
tunit,y to work in groups and with some degree of initiative, and it is 
claimed that they actuallY benefit in terms of teacher contact and teacher 
stimulation, as when this does come round it is at a muoh closer and more 
personal level. 
It is also conceded that discipline problems are inherent in the hetero-
geneous grouping where the teacher's attention m~ be concentrated in one 
direction, but it is claimed that this can be minimised by good preparation 
ensuring that ever,y child is occupied in some way all the time. It is also 
claimed that working in groups in a social, cooperative manner will bring about 
a realisation of the importance of reciprocit,y in social relationships. This 
in turn will bring about socially responsible behaviour and self discipline at 
an earlier age, and.it is considered that this is more important than trad-
itional order under supervision. 
One big difference between the two positions is that of underlYing 
assumptions ooncerning accurate selection or allocation and the problem of 
abili~ constancy. One position accepts that the allocation is reasonablY 
accurate and that there is a high degree of constancy in terms of ability and 
so subsequent performance. Streaming thus appears just and neoessar,y. 
The other position rather questions the accuracy of the allocation and 
doubts a high degree of constancy in abilit,y. It suggests that constancy in 
performance may be partlY due to a form of conditioning, andacceptance of a 
role c_;i Ven .:-.nc1 O.D. C.CCC~.1·k:t1ce of 3tcJ1c1.:..:rds 5et o ~0 the SU~1).~0rters of t:liS 
::_Josition ~:>treo.Gin;:; .:t))Cc.rs inaccurc:;.te, unneces::.~cr;'l, ~:.nd unjust. Tbe tuo 
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J?OGitions nrc, of co'.lrse, closely relc>.ted to the o~J)O~itc E.;ic'l.es ir_ the heredity 
v. environrttent c.ebc.te. The positions described here tenc~. to be extrerae. 
4. Sm,m,ary &nd Conclusions 
Thus in brief one side believes thc:.t heteroGeneous croupinc; end the aboli-
tion of stre2.1.1ing \!ill brinG about t;rec:-.ter socis..l inteGr.?.tion end less etilotiona1 
damac;e to personality develop1.1ent, and at the oc:.ule time maintain the ed.ucc.tional 
standerds of the bricht and increo.se the educational stqndcrds of the dull. It 
also doubts the validity of the alloc::.tion in the present stre<.Wiine; ::.;yster.J and 
resents the relative finality of this. It nlso places more accent on COOl')era-
tion than upon cor.1petition. 
The other side believes that homogeneous grouping or streaminc sDould be 
retained. It fears that heterogeneous grou~')ing \·Jould result in a lm·Jering 
of educational standard5, pcrticularly for the brighter children, and it doubts 
the.t social inter.;re.tion uould necessarily be improved by this system. It 
believes in a more tou,3h-minded approach in \·ihich acceptance of abilities e.nd 
limit2.tions etc. is considered good trainin5 for life. There i.s satisfo.ction 
that the actual e.llocation is accurate and that over the years only a fe1:r 
corrections \Jill be necessary. Great faith is ple.ccd in the value of 
competition as a motivating force. 
It is worth noting that the t\"Jo views are very similar to tho~:;e te.l;:en by 
the t1:10 sides in the debate on comprehensive education, and, of course, this 
is not surprisinr.; as both debv.tes deal vrith the issue of allocatinc; and separ-
ating children. It \·rould probably be fair to say the.t most educstionc:.lists 
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supporting the comprehensive position have gone some w~ towards ascribing to 
the non-streaming philosopqy. The.y have at least identified with the view that 
segregating and streaming children into different schools and buildings is 
social~ undesirable, although m~ draw the line at this point and consider 
that streaming within comprehensive schools is necessa~ from the strict~ educ-
ational point of view. Others take the position fUrther, rejecting streaming 
of class groups as such, but accepting "setting" for individual school sub;jects. 
In conclusion it can be noted that the theoretical positions on homogeneous 
v. heterogeneous grouping emanate from fundamental under~ing attitudes, but 
that practical considerations and compromise are producing a middle of the road 
approach. It is not absolute~ necessa~ to accept one position or the other, 
although this seems the case on first examination. It is quite possible to 
accept some of the values of one viewpoint and at the same time appreciate the 
weaknesses. It is possible to accept both positions, or at least not reject both 
outright, and to pose the question "How homogeneous?" or "To what extent hetero-
geneous?" To illustrate with extremes. Who would grade a normal sample of 240 
three year old nurse~ children into twelve rigid abili~ streams? Or would 
place a fifteen year old low grade mongol of I.Q. 27 in the same teaching group 
as a fifteen year old boy whose I.Q. was 140+? Here is a question of decid~ng 
how much divergenoe of type or variance of abili~ is possible in a working group. 
As the brightest and dullest become further apart as they grow older 
perhaps more divisions are necessa~ in the later school years. 
Fina~ it m~ seem feasible to some to operate homogeneous grouping to 
some degree without making this rigid. Flexibili~ of approach, with constant 
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reappraisal of the groups, could perhaps offset some of the more serious object-
ions to streaming, with perhaps most important of all a reduction in the matter 
of obvious valuations made upon the various arbitrar,y groups. 
It is worth noting that most educationalists accept the value of individual 
attention for a pupil, one teacher to one pupil, and, on first inspection, this 
m~ seem to support the streaming viewpoint, it being the ultimate in streaming. 
Yet few would deqy that a child can onlY be trulY educated if he also has inter-
play with others in a group. Thus perhaps an ideal situation could be post-
ulated as follows. A heterogeneous classgroup, to promote social education and 
social cohesion, which includes homogeneous sub-groups for some imtruction and 
which also includes individual attention for other instruction. As mentioned 
before when discussing the heterogeneous position this would necessitate teachers 
of ve~ high calibre, and it is doubtful at present if there are sufficient such 
persons to go round, but the advent of progrwruned learning in the classroom could 
well make such a proposition feasible. 
Thus in terms of homogeneous v. heterogeneous grouping, or streaming v. non 
streaming, the theoretical positions are fairlYClear cut, being based on differ-
ent philosophies, but in terms of practical commonsense approaches intermediate 
positions can be adopted. In assisting one to arrive at suoh a position a con-
sideration of the empirical side m~ be useful. Experimental evidence testing 
aqy of the views of either side should be.oarefullY weighed. Such evidence is 
dealt with in the next section. 
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A REVIEt1 OF THE LITErlATURE ON STREJU.!ING 
A. Concerning the Effect on Educational and Intellectual Progress 
Edmiston and Benefer (1949), Noyer (1924), Cook (1924), Purdom (1924), 
Gray and Hollingworth (1931) have all reported studies \·Thich indicate that 
streaming or homogeneous grouping, brings no statistically significant 
improvements in educational attainments. In fact in some instances the 
opposite is reported. For example Edmiston and Benefer found that the average 
gain in reading achievement for their eleven and twelve year old subjects ~:.ras 
slightly greater for a vrider I.Q. range grouping (41 points) than for a more 
narrow range grouping (29 points). 
On the other hand Billett (1929), Sorenson (1948) and Barthelmess and 
Boyer (1932) have all reported experiments which show that streaming helps 
the educational attainment of both the dull and the bright child. Barthelmess 
and Boyer found that among equated groups of ten year old children attending 
either homogeneous or heterogeneous classes, those from the homogeneous 
classes achieved an average attainment gain of 12.8 months during a school 
year as against 10.4 months by those from heterogeneous classes. 
Apart from that of Edmiston, Benefer and Sorenson, the work mentioned above 
\'las all done before the Second 1:1orld ~lar and it caused Raup to remark (1936) 
"J.t~or every scientific claim made in support of homogeneous grouping there 
is an opposed claim made on grounds of research equally painstaking." 
More recently, in the last decade, research into the problem has again been 
taken up, but, as yet, it has been insufficient, and certainly not conclusive 
enough, to advocate the complete ·adoption of one system or the other. 
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In 1961 Daniels published the results of an experiment in which he 
contrasted the development of pupils in two streamed schools, Enelish primar.y 
schools, with that of two matched schools which were unstreamed. The invest-
igation indicated that non-streaming may produce an improvement in intelligence 
and scholastic progress. 
In the unstreamed school the average I.Q. had improved by four points at 
the end of the primary school period. In the streamed school the average I.Q. 
had improved by only one and a half points in the same time. Thus the unstreamed 
school had an increase of two and a half points over the streamed school. 
Similar results were obtained ~ith attainment scores in Reading, Arithmetic and 
English, the effect on Reading and English being most operative in the early 
primary school years. 
Daniels points out that the average increase in abilit,y and attainment is 
achieved without noticeable "holding back" of brighter pupils, but rather a 
"pulling up" of the more backward. 
No detailed account is given as to what relative extra help is given at 
these schools, help such as internal or external remedial teaching from class 
teachers, remedial teachers or psychologists etc., and so it is not possible to 
know if different amounts of such help are partly responsible for the "pulling 
up" of the more backward in certain schools. 
Another criticism of this stu~ is that, at the time it was carried out, 
1957-61, the unstreamed schools would be under the influence of persons highly 
charged with enthusiasm in their roles as pioneers, and it is possible that 
the enthusiasm li:.t.sear- was largely responsible for the success. After initial 
enthusiasm had dulled somewhat, at a time when unstreamed schools were not so 
very new to the modern primary school system, it is possible that the same 
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results would not have been forthcoming. The noted success could be the result 
of what is known in psychology as the 11Hawthorne Effect11 • Referring to his 
unstreamed schools Daniels says he was 11 fortunate in being able to collect full 
and accurate test data from two three class entr.y junior schools whose heads 
did not stream the children beoause the,y felt it was educationally wrong to do 
so". The above statement would appear to leave him open to the criticism of 
the "Hawthorne Effect". However, Daniels study should certainly ~ot be dismissed 
as invalid and it has set the pattern for controlled experimentation into the 
problem. More studies of its ~pe are needed. 
A more recent~ published work, in 1965, was that of Kellmer Pringle. 
Kellmer Pringle conducted a longitudinal study in which she compared the progress 
of ohild.ren in two contrasting junior schools, and then followed up part of the 
sample in the secondar,y range. The two junior schools were different in orient-
ation, method and organisation, but were both ver.y good schools of their ~pe. 
One was a traditional school with emphasis on class teaching, the other was more 
modern and progressive and it combined the project method and group work etc., 
with a more limited measure of class teaching. One big difference was that the 
traditional school was streamed throughout but the progressive school was 
unstreamed for the first three years. Children in both schools were given 
standardised tests throughout the four years. There were har~ aqy significant 
differences between the two schools with regard to academic progress, the on~ 
clear difference being that the traditional school children performed better on 
spelling tests. 
After a more complex analysis of the follow up study some cautious 
tentative conclusions and generalisations were drawn. 
1. A traditional approach (with streaming) to education may favour the 
development of mathematical abili~ in bqys, while a progressive approach 
(without streaming) m~ favour its development in girls. 
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2. The traditional approach favours the brighter child while the progressive 
regime benefits the duller child. 
3. Boys in general benefit more from a traditional framework, while girls in 
general benefit from the progressive environment. 
Thus the position is not so:1simple as might be thought. Different methods 
and systems of organisation m~ be better or worse for different groups of 
children or different individual children. Kellmer Pringle's conclusion was 
that the progress of a child is the result of a complex interaction of potential, 
the particular school subject, teaching methods and school organisation, sex, 
and socioeconomic background. 
Kellmer Pringle was measuring the effects of method as much as organisation 
but the method is in some sense determined by the organisation. Certainly the 
methods adopted by the two differently organised schools would be deemed 
appropriate by the respective advocates of the two main systems of organisation, 
streaming and non-streaming. 
No attempt was made to control method and contrast orgamisation alone, but 
it is doubtful if this could ever be done, and even if it could, it is even 
more doubtful whether it would be valid, as by the nature of things the organ-
isation and the teaching method tend to go hand in hand. 
Even more recently, in fact at the ve~ time of writing (1967), further 
evidence concerning the effects of streaming on educational progress has been 
published in the Plowden Report. It refers to its Manchester Survey. In the 
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19~ Manchester Surve,y it was shown that attainment in objective tests tended 
to be better in streamed schools. It also gave no support to the view that 
streaming has an adverse effect on children of low ability. 
The Plowden Report also refers to the N.F.E.R.* cross sectional stu~ of 
attainment in matched streamed and unstreamed schools. The results of this 
tended to show that the streamed schools did somewhat better than the unstreamed 
schools, although the differences were not great. The N.F.E.R. enqui~ also 
showed that 'the system of streaming favoured girls, who are, age for age more 
mature than boys and more disposed to play "the good pupil role" and therefore to 
gain the approval of their teachers'. 
It can be seen that the picture is no less confusing with the more recent 
work studies. 
Daniels found the unstreamed schools to be generally better with regard to 
attainments whereas the N.F.E.R found the opposite. Kellmer Pringle found them 
generally much the same with the outcome very slightly in favour of the schools 
that were streamed. Daniels found that the dull benefited from being unstreamed 
and there was support from Kellmer Pringle on this point, but the N.F.E.R. stuqy 
did not find that this was the case. 
Kellmer Pringle found that girls benefited from the progressive type school 
with an unstreamed system, whereas the N.F.E.R. stu~ claimed that it was the 
streaming system that favoured the girls. 
An interesting criticism is made by Daniels (1955) in answering those who 
believed educational attainment was benefited by streaming and who directed 
experiments to prove the point. It is that "streaming, even for experimental 
pupposes, introduces changes in teaching practices and syllabuses between the 
various groups which, inevitab~, produce those ve~ group differences which 
*National Foundation of Educational Research (1962 Survey) 
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are then used to justif.y streaming and so make cross comparisons impossible." 
Wyndham(1934), and Corne11(1936) make the same point, and it is valid, but, 
of course, if differences are able to be introduced in experimental streamed 
groups because of the ve~ nature and organisation of the group, and they are 
not able to be introduced in the controlled unstreamed groups because of the 
nature of those groups, and, if these differences are considered to be desirable, 
then they may legitimate~ be used to justif.y streaming. 
Another interesting criticism of streaming in the primary school made by 
Daniels in 1955 is the suggestion that streaming has a differential effect on 
educational and intellectual progress. It is claimed that children in the 
higher streams progress as expected or above expectation but those in the lower 
streams progress at a rate below expectation. 
Of course the bright and the dull do become further apart as they grow 
older, and two children with I.Q. s of 80 and 120 have respective mental ages 
of four and six when their chronological ages are five years, these mental ages 
being eight and twelve when they are ten years old. However, this is not what 
is really meant by Daniels as such development would be within the realm of 
expectation. Rather is it implied that the child of I.Q. 120 m~ even raise 
his or her I.Q. to say 125 because of stimulation in a lively A stream, whereas 
the child whose I.Q. was 80 m~ even drop to 75 or 76 because of apathy and 
lack of stimulation. 
This is more than like~ when one considers the current position on the 
nature of intelligence. Taking the development of Hebb's (1948) original 
classification of Intelligence A and B we now have. 
1. Intelligence A, the inherited genetical component, the potential at birth 
which is not measurable. 
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2. Intelligence B, the resultant of Intelligence A and environmental in-
fluence; that is Intelligence A after the environment has pl~ed its part in 
influencing ita development. This is dependent on the degree of stimulation in 
the cultural setting. It is thought that the result is an actual change in the 
potential, and possib~ even a change in the quali~ of the cortical apparatus. 
3. Intelligence C, that which tests measure, the actual test result. We 
attempt to measure Intelligence B and finish up with Intelligence C, although 
this may be a fair~ close approximation. The measure is never perfect because 
of the difficul~ of sampling all forms of Intelligence B and because most 
widely based tests are contaminated with attainment and cannot be completely 
culture free. 
It is certainly like~ that we will be able to note differential effects 
on Intelligence C, the measured scores, which correlate with streaming arrange-
ments. The obtained scores probably also reflect changes in Intelligence B. 
Actual potential m~ be lost forever with the dull because of poor stimulation 
in the ear~ pre school years and during the important primar,y school develop-
mental phase. 
Following on from Daniels' 1955 suggestion concerning the differential 
effect streaming has on intellectual and academic progress, Dou8las made the 
same point in 1964 and backed it up with evidence from:1hia stuqy. 
After a three year follow up, children in the upper streams improved their 
scores of measured abilit,y by an average of 0.17 points and those in the lower 
streams deteriorated by 0.49 points. 
Douglas further noted that the less bright children in the upper streams 
improved relatively more than their brighter colleagues. This conclusion could, 
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of course, be due to an artefact of the testing. Comparisons were made from 
one test at eight years to another at eleven years, the composition of the two 
tests not being the same. Also the distribution of scores in the second test 
m~ not have been the same as in the first test. 
Douglas also noted that in the lower streams the brighter children show a 
greater average deterioration in test score than the dull children. He remarks 
that in the lower streams the relatively bright children are handicapped either 
by unsuitable teaching or lack of competition. 
The above conclusions and remarks can be taken to support the cause of non 
streaming, as the implication is that the relatively brighter children of the 
lower streams would benefit from the competition and stimulation of the brighter 
children of the higher streams if heterogeneous groups were introduced. Also 
one might presume that the less bright of the higher streams would still receive, 
and benefit from,competition and stimulation from the ver,y brightest if hetero-
geneous grouping was introduced. 
However, it is also possible to argue that some of the conclusions and 
remarks actually support streaming. For example if in the top streams the 
brightest improve least as dompared with their less bright colleagues, and if in 
the lower streams the relatively bright deteriorate more that their dullest 
colleagues, is this not clear evidence that the dull and mediocre of any group 
set the standard and pattern for that group and act as a brake upon the advance-
ment of the bright? This, of course, is one of the major traditional arguments 
of the supporters of streaming. Also if it is remarked that in the lower 
streams the relatively bright children are possibly handicapped by unsuitable 
teaching, would the teaching not be even more unsuitable if the standard 
deviation of abili~ in the group was made even greater? If it was 
difficult to organise suitable teaching for a relative~ homogeneous group 
would it not be even more difficult to organise and arrange it for a more 
heterogeneous group? 
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Most of the studies mentioned have dealt with the contrasting of aeneral 
intellectual and academic development in the two t,ypes of system, but it is 
possible that one ~stem at' the other m~ favour progress in a particular subject. 
This is a possibilit.y which must alw~s be kept in mind and there is some measure 
of backing for the viewpoint from the work of Morris (1959). He found tha~ 
with regard to reading,less able children in particular benefit from being 
taught in classes made up of children of similar abilit.y. 
A most interesting stuqy, published in 1966 by Thompson, points to the 
relative inefficiency of streaming and the need to restrict the practice of it. 
This stu~ concerned the secondar,y school where differences in attainment within 
the same age group are obvious, and where the extensive range of abilit.y is more 
easily noticed. If Thompson's assertions and claims are true for the secondar,y 
school they must be even more applicable to the primar,y school where attainment 
differences are not yet so pronounced and where the ability range, although 
more or less constant, has not yet developed to the stage where the brightest 
and dullest are so far apart, e.g. at 5 years the I.Q. 120 and I.Q. 80 are two 
years apart in terms of mental age; at 15 years they are 6 years apart in te~s 
of mental age. 
However, this stu~ is not a controlled experiment with control and 
experimental groups and with null ~potheses agreed at the outset. Rather is it 
an investigation into what happened to individuals in a part of a year group in 
a comprehensive school, when this part of the year group was unstreamed. \1hat 
happened was contrasted with what might have happened if Verbal Reasoning Quotients 
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at 11+ had been used to stream the group. Periodical attainment ratings \'!ere 
noted after pupils he.d vJorked under non-streamint; conditions .:md it \·:C'.s found 
th::tt the predictive value of the Verbal Reasoning (~uotient at 11+ to the later 
atta.inment ratine;s \1as very poor. Note Has made of those figurinG in the top 
thirty places of a merit list after one term, one year and three years. The 
results of the investigation certainly give support to the non-streaming thesis 
and sugcest that an original streaming at 11+ based on the Verbal Reasoning 
:..luotients \·rould have been lilost inefficient. 
The study is not completely invalid and the findings and assertions are 
probably largely true, but, apart frma the criticism of lack of expcrililontal 
desi[}1, the follm-rin.::; critic isms must be levelled. 
l. Some of the results may be clue to inadequate, incompetent, subjective 
assessments by teachers in the school. The objective test is being v~lid-
ated aGainst hi~hly subjective internal as3essments. It is even possible that 
bric;ht children fror:1 poor backe;rounds are beine; discri.1i:1atcd a(;ninst in th:.t 
teachers e.re "marking the1:1 dm·m" \·rithout fully realising that they are doine; so. 
il.lthough not culture free the objective test is less prone to do this. The 
"marking do~m" process, if operatinc, could substnntinlly reduce the correlation 
beh1een the origincl valuction at 11+ 2.11d the subsequent vc.lu2.tion by the school. 
2. Fe\"! strea1.1inG advocotes t·rould e.e;rec to strear:,inc by Verbo.l Reasonin.:::; 
(~uotient clone as is the comp.s.rative situc.tion in the study. Also selection for 
groups by intelligence test e.lone is being v.s.lid.s.ted asainst .::'..ttainment le.ter. 
3. It can be u.rsued from the results thc.t the school has fe.iled its briGhtest 
~.JU~.)ils nnd. it is possible to argue that the system of orc;2.11isc.tion is res;)onsible 
for this. ~~er~"laps some of the bri::;htest have been o.llo\-Jec. to just "set by". 
I•crhaps in a streD.rlled c;rou1:1 they \•Jould have been "pushed". 
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~ The investigation is restricted to just over one third of the total 
distribution (I.Q. 108-135) so generalisations on streaming and setting are 
ha~ justified. In fact the group or block used for the unstreaming exercise 
is actually a streamed group. Indeed the main assessments are made on the 
constancy of appearance af about one quarter of this group in appearing in the 
top thir~ places. 
Nevertheless, despite the criticisms, it m~ be that Thompson's claims are 
ver,y near the truth, and if so the,y would support Gatfield's (1958) assertion 
that there is in aqy case often a low degree of homogenei~ in streamed groups. 
Of course it is obvious that the unstreamed group will be even less 
homogeneous. 
B. Concerning the Social Effects of Streaming 
The literature dealt with so far has been concerned with the effects of 
streaming or non~streaming on education in its narrowest sense, that is in the 
intellectual and academic sphere. There has also been work dealing with the 
effects of streaming or non-streaming on education in a wider sense, and some 
has been particular~ concerned with the social implications. 
In 1951 Davis suggested that when selection is by abili~ there is a 
tendency to place middle class children in the top streams because the,y have 
learnt in their homes to use wDras with precision. Once there they receive 
continuing verbal training which maintains their initial superiori~. On the 
other hand working class children may be first placed in lower streams because 
they lacked the initial stimulation at home, and then the.y m~ be further 
deprived by being given a relative~ unacademic ~pe of education at school. 
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This statement seemed extreme at the time but today most psychologists would 
agree that social bias is implicit in ear~ selection by abili~. M~ advocate 
a stimulating nurser.y school system to offset ear~ cultural deptivation. 
The work of Douglas, published 1964, confirms the point made by Davis a 
decade earlier. With respect to this point Douglas states that the evidence 
points to the fact that streaming by abili~ reinforces the process of social 
selection. He goes on to s~: 
"Children who come from well kept homes and who are themselves clean, well 
clothed and shod, stand a greater chance of being put in the upper streams than 
their measured abili~ would seem to justit,y. Once there they are likely to st~ 
and to improve in performance in succeeding years. This is in striking contrast 
to the deterioration noticed in those children of similar initial measured 
abili~ who were placed in the lower streams. In this w~ the validi~ of the 
initial selection appears to be confirmed by the subsequent performance of the 
children, and an element of rigidi~ is introduced early in the primar.y school 
System. II 
Jackson in 1964 and the Plowden Report in 1967 both concur with the above 
point of view. 
Plowden notes the point that more middle class children are to be found in 
upper streams and fewer in lower~ttreams than would be expected from their 
results in objective tests, and that a higher proportion of poor children are 
to be found in lower streams than their test scores warranted. 
Plowden remarks: "How much of this placing was due to characteristics in 
the children which might have made them unsuccessful in an upper stream, how 
much to teachers' assumptions that clean and well kept children are abler, it 
is impossible to say." 
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Thus there does seem to be some case against streaming in so far as it 
has some undesirable social effects. In the first place there appears to be 
social bias in allocation to the streams and this in itself is unjust. Second~, 
with children accepting a role or being conditioned to a level of response, the 
groupings are consolidated with the ultimate result of entrenched social division. 
C. Concerpmng the Psychological Effects of Streaming 
Following on from possible social effects of streaming is the question of 
possible psychological effects. In the review of the theoretical position at 
the beginning of this ~tu4y the question of possible effects on emotional and 
personalit.y development were discussed. There has been little work done on 
this but one stu~ which attempted in some w~ to measure the psychological 
effects of streaming was that conducted by Rudd in 1958. Rudd applied attitude 
tests to the children in the various groups and also made use of sociometric 
techniques. Individual child studies were also completed. 
Some interesting conclusions to the work were as follows: 
1. Transfers of pupils between streams had traumatic effects both upon the 
pupils transferred and upon the streams to which they were transferred, but 
these effects were temporary. 
2. The more lasting effects of transfer upon pupils were a highly individual 
matter, depending for their direction and strength upon the organisation of the 
psychological field of eaoh pupil at the time of transfer. 
3. The traumatic effects upon pupils tended to pass unnoticed by the teachers 
involved. 
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Level of morale is another psychological variable that could be affected 
by streaming. In 1961 Chetcuti published a paper relating to work on this aspect. 
Seconds~ school boys in streamed schools were studied in two respects; first, 
morale of the pupils as individuals; second, morale of the pupils as a group. 
It was assumed that where there is high morale the individual feels self 
confident, accepts authori~, feels accepted and appreciated, feels that he is 
receiving a fair amount of success, and participates free~ in the activities of 
the group and feels that he belongs to it. 
Attempts were made to measure this and the results between streams were 
compared. The test measures were in the form of group tests and questionnaires. 
These included a test to measure self confidence, a sociometric test to find the 
choices of children in six situations, a sentence completion test to measure 
acceptance of authori~, a test of attitude towards school, and a test to measure 
feelings of being accepted by the teachers. 
The main conclusion was that streaming tends to lower morale in the lower 
streams. It was also noted that the differences between high and low streams were 
most marked in the case of individual morale and not so clear~ marked in group 
morale, although in every case lower stream boys rated their form lower than did 
higher stream boys. 
Criticisms that can be levvlled at this work are as follows: 
1. In terms of design. There were no controlled comparisons between groups in 
streamed schools and unstreamed schools. It is possible that class differences in 
morale occur in non streamed schools perhaps because of such factors as form master 
influence, group sporting successes etc. 
2. With respect to the definition of morale. It is difficult to reach general 
agreement as to what this is, and in particular the concept of acceptance of 
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authori~ as being an important aspect is something with which many will disagree. 
Certain~ it ver,y much depends upon what kind of authorit,y is envisaged. 
3. In respect to the attempts to measure morale. One serious~ doubts whether 
a pencil and paper group test can adequate~ measure self confidence. It may be 
possible for a trained psychologist giving an individual personality test in a 
face to face situation to make some assessment of the level of self confidence, 
but it is doubtful if any group test can do this. hven more doubtful is the use 
of a sentence completion test to measure acceptance of authcfiri t,y. Secondary 
school children are sophisticated enough to 11beat the test" in this situation. 
Also there is a quer,y as to what is meant by acceptance of authority. Acceptance 
of authorit,y on paper is not the same as acceptance of authority in practical 
situations. Different individuals can accept one more easi~ than the other. 
Some are more co-operative in this respect in the practical situation and others 
are more co-operative in the intellectual sense. There is also the question as 
to what kind of au~horit,y is being envisaged. 
4. Final~, morale itself is based large~ on the individual's personalit,y and 
ego strength and it is affected by the whole environment. It is the resultant 
of all aspects of life, at home, socially, at pl~, at sport etc., and it is not 
just dependant upon academic success and grading. As the more successful pupils 
in a most wide and general sense tend to be placed in the higher streams, and, 
as the less successful tend to be placed in the lower streams, the morale of the 
individuals in the higher groups will be better than that of those in the lower 
groups regardless of the specific effect of academic work an4 streaming itself. 
It is interesting to note here Chetcuti's conclusion that the differences in 
morale between high and low streams were most marked in the case of individual 
morale. This tends to give weight to the above criticism. 
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Also, of course, in groups where individual pupils of personal high morale 
are numerous the resultant group morale will be high, and natural~ the converse 
will ap~~. 
Thus the results of the experiment could be said to be expected and are 
not necessarily due to the streaming. 
Although this was a st~ in a Seconda~ School, it was felt that it was 
worth noting in the current discussion as little else has been done on the 
problem of morale in streamed or unstreamed schools. 
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D. CONCERNING THE VIEWS OF THE TEACHING PROFESSION ON STREAMING 
In concluding the swrunary of the literature on streaming in the primary 
school it is worth noting the work done reporting professional views. 
In 1961 Daniels published a st~ examining teacheri attitudes to streaming 
in the English primary school. His main findings were as follows: 
1. The large majori~ of teachers believe that streaming is educational~ 
sound and that it should be carried out on the basis of abili~ or of acholastic 
attainment, or some combination of the two. 
2. A large majori~ of English primary school teachers believe that dull and 
backward children make the best progress when in groups of their own level. 
Most are so concerned as to this point that they are prepared to ensure that they 
are taught in small classes, even if this means increasing the si~e of the A and 
B classes. 
3. The majori~ of English primary school teachers believe that streaming helps 
the brightest to make the best possible progress. 
More recently there has been some evidence that professional opinion is 
less strong~ in favour of streaming. In 1965 Butcher tested student teacheri~ 
attitudes to education. Using the Manchester Scales of Opinions about Education 
(Oliver and Butcher 1962), Butcher found that there were changes in educational 
opinion during training in the direction of increased naturalism, radicalism and 
tendermindedness. There was, however, some tendency towards reversal of attitude 
after experience of full time teaching. 
Mcin~re and Morrison (1967) found much the same with regard to teachers in 
training. The development of a more radical viewpoint of course correlates with a 
move towards non-streaming as the latter in some wrzy helps to compose the forn1er. 
The Plowden Report also notes from its own enquiry that professional 
opinion is no longer so solidly behind streaming. 
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Finally, it might be noted that Coxe (1936) has stressed the effects 
which the opinions of the teachers involved in any experiment in this field 
can have upon that experiment. Attitudes of teachers towards streamed 
groups can produce attitudes in the children and so indirectly produce 
differences, or at least exaggerate basic differences. 
E. CONCLUSIONS 
There has been a fair amount of literature dealing \dth the subject of 
Streaming v. Non Streaming in the Primary School, and there has also been 
some experimental work. Ho\·Jever, the controversy has not by any means been 
resolved as the results of some studies tend to contradict the results of 
others. Also, as has been sho~m, some aspects of the problem seem to have 
been well covered, but perhaps some aspects have not been adequately examined. 
It is hoped that this present study will in some \-lay scientifically examine 
one aspect of the problem that has not received adequate attention. 
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THE PRESENT STUDY 
This stuqy was suggested by the observation of the author, while working 
in a School Psychological Service, that children in the lower streams of the 
primar,y school often tended to be young in respect of their school age group, 
and that some of these children displayed an intelligence level more t.ypical 
of a higher stream. The stuqy was devised after a pilot experiment had given 
a small measure of objective evidence suggesting that the above observation 
m~ in fact be an operative variable in the process of streaming in the primar,y 
school. 
It deals with an aspect of streaming that so far seems to have been neglected 
or un-noticed. It is concerned with a possible defect in the usual system 
of streaming tha~,if demonstrated, would bring further distrust upon the 
system as it stands. 
Actual~ since this stuqy was started the tendency to find younger children 
in the lower streams has been noted and remarked upon by Butler, Pringle and 
Davies in the 1965 follow up of the 1958 National Cohort Stuqy. The 1965 
summar,y was prepared for the Plowden Committee and the above point was one of 
the findings mentioned in the 1967 ~lowden Report. 
In the geographical area studied streaming in the primar,y school is usual~ 
based, in the first instance, on the assessments made by infant departments on 
children being transferred to junior departments. 
This assessment is mainly a matter of attainment and there is ver,y little 
attempted assessment of ability or possible potential even at a subjective level. 
With the co-operation of class teachers, infant head teachers draw up a merit 
list of leaving pupils based on classroom performance in Reading, Writing and 
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Number. Also very little account seems to be taken of the actual length of 
time spent in the infant department and usually no age allowance, such as is 
inherent in a psychometric quotient, is considered. The result is that often 
the younger children within the school year group m~ be placed in a stream 
lower than their potential ability would indicate was sui table. Younger 
children m~ be penalised because they have had less tuition and because they 
m~ be relative~ immature, nine, ten, eleven months etc. being a fair~ 
significant development span at the age of seven years. 
If a classification at seven years is considered neoessa~ attainment is 
certai~ important, but it should be considered in terms of opportunities that 
have been available for it to be acquired. Also ability should not be ignored. 
Further to what is outlined above, the posi~ion is usually insufficient~ 
corrected, and is often reinforced, as children pass through the junior 
department of the primar,y school. Transfers from stream to stream tend to be 
relative~ few with respect to the number of children in a school year group, 
and, of course, there m~ be a gradual acceptance of the attitudes and 
standards of the group or stream in which the children are placed. Eventually 
there is often an identifies tion with the role of A former, .B former, etc. 
If the assertationa above are large~ true then the position could be 
said to be both unjust and wasteful, and to warrant the attention of 
educational administrators. 
THE AIM OF THIS STUDY IS TO INVESTIGATE THE RELATIONSHIP BETI:IEEN 
MONTH OF BIRTH AND STREAM PLACEMENT IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL. IN PARTICULAR 
THE INTENTION IS TO ASSESS THE VALIDITY OF THE CLAIM THAT THERE IS MIS-
PLACEMENT AND UNDERESTIJviATION OF THE YOUNGER CHILDREN IN A SCHOOL YEAR AGE 
GROUP, AND TO INVESTIGATE THE POSSIBILITY THAT THIS EFFECT IS LASTING IN SO 
FAR AS IT PERSISTS INTO THE FINAL YEAR OF THE PRH1ARY SCHOOL. 
If an investigation is to be made into the relationship between streaming 
and month of birth, with special reference to the possible underestimation of 
younger children, then the following points must be shown to be true. 
1. Firstly that the children in the study actually are being streamed. That 
an attempt is being made to stream the children of a year group and that, 
in general, the attempt is successful. If the children are not being 
streamed, or grouped according to ability, it would be pointless to study 
stream placement in any respect, let alone to study it in relation to 
another variable such as age. 
That there is an attempt to stream in every school in the study is without 
doubt as the intention was stated by all the headteachers, and all classes 
are named A, B, or c. ~fuether the aim to stream is, in general, success-
fully carried out can be ascertained by noting the relationship bet\oJeen 
I.Q. and stream placement. 
2. Secondly it must be sho~m to be true that intelligence is evenly 
distributed throughout the sub-age groups of each school year group, and 
that children born in certain months have no significant advantage \dth 
respect to measured intelligence. A sub-age group is an arbitrarily formed 
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division of the school year group, containing all the children born in certain 
months or in a certain part of the year, e.g. September to December. If a 
school year group is divided into such sub-groups or categories statistical 
evaluation is simplified, particularly with respect to comparisons between the 
oldest and youngest children within the school year group. 
If the children are evenly distributed throughout the sub-age groups there 
will be approximately the same numbers of children in each sub-age category for 
each general level of intelligence. For example, \dth the cases of above 
average intelligence, that is+ 0.44 s.s., approximately one third should fall 
into the September to December sub-age group, approximately one third should 
fall into the January to April sub-age group, and approximately one third 
should fall into the May to August sub-age group. Similarly with those of 
average intelligence, + 0.44 s.s. to - 0.44 s.s., and for those of below 
average intelligence, that is - 0.44 s.s. 
No sub-age group ~1ould be superior or inferior at any intelligence 
level, and such a position is confidently expected in this study. Nevertheless 
such a position must be sho\·m to be true and the means of demonstrating it 
will be a testing of the relationship bet\'/een I .Q. and month of birth. 
Once these two points are established, that is that the children are, in 
general, being streamed, and that intelligence is found to be evenly distrib-
uted throughout the sub-age groups, without any sub-age group having an 
advantage with respect to intelligence, a valid examination of the relationship 
between age and stream placement can be made. Evaluation of the placement of 
the younger children can be attempted. 
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Thus the three main phases of the overall investigation must be. 
1. The establishment of the fact that streaming is, in general, operating. 
2. The establishment of the fact that intelligence is evenly distributed 
throughout the streams, w1 th no sub-age group having any significant 
advantage. 
3. An investigation of the relationship between date of birth and stream 
placement, with special note of the position of the younger children. 
An examination of the distribution of children from the various sub-age 
groups throughout the streams. 
The questions raised by the three phases will be posed in the form of 
null hypotheses in the next section. 
If pointe one and two above are confirmed, and if it is found that there 
is a significantly higher proportion of younger children in the lower streams, 
then the claim that there is misplacement and underestimation of the younger 
children in a school year group will receive some validation, certainly with 
respect to the study sample. 
The study will also seek to compare first year junior school children 
with fourth year junior school children with·respect to the above points, 
particularly point three. Thus a:n.y lasting effect of misplacement and 
underestimation will receive some form of measurement. It should be noted 
that the children of the study sample in the fourth year of the junior school 
are NOT THE SAME CHILDREN mentioned in the study as first year junior school 
children. This is not a follow up study, the same children being investigated 
when seven years old and then again when eleven years old. Such a long term 
measure was not practicable for the present study. 
However, as there are approximately 1,000 children in the sample, 500 
in the first year group and 500 in the fourth year group, it is considered 
that the pattern of results obtained for each school year group ~nll be 
reflective of results in general where similar streaming is operating. 
It ... nn not be invalid to compare what should be a typical first year 
group with a typical fourth year group. 
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To place the investigation on a scientific and experimental basis, null 
hypotheses are to be formulated and tested. 
A null hypothesis is based on the assumption that, in an experimental 
situation, whenever things are enumerated or measured, nothing but the la~,ors 
of chance are operating. That is it is assumed that there are null correl-
ations and no significant differences operating. 
The Null Hypotheses to be tested are as follo\.,rs. 
1. That, in general, as a group, the first year junior school children in 
the sample were NOT streamed. That is the allocation to class groups 
was random, and was not according to ability. 
2. That, in general, as a group, the fourth year junior school children in 
the sample were NOT streamed. That is the allocation to class groups 
was random, and \-ras not according to ability. 
3. That there is an even distribution of intelligence throughout the sub-
age groups of the first year junior school children in the sample, and 
that no birth months have a significant advantage with respect to 
intelligence. 
4. That there is an even distribution of intelligence throughout the sub-
age groups of the fourth year junior school children in the sample, and 
that no birth months have a significant advantage \>rith respect to 
intelligence. 
5. That, incidentally, there does not seem to be any overall relationship 
between month of birth and intelligence. That is no birth months have 
a significant advantage \>nth respect to intelligence. 
6. That there is no significant relationship between month of birth (and 
thus age) and stream placement in the first year junior school sample, 
and that there is no tendency for the older children to be placed in 
higher streams, and the younger children to be placed in lower streams. 
7. That there is no significant relationship between month of birth (and 
thus age) and stream placement in the fourth year junior school sample, 
and that there is no tendency for the older children to be placed in 
higher streams, and the younser children to be placed in lower streruns. 
8. That the distribution throughout the three streams, of children from 
the youngest sub-age group, will be similar for the two school year 
groups involved, that is for the children of the first year sample and 
the children of the fourth year sample. . 
(For each school year the distribution would be even if no bias was 
operating. The hypothesis predicts that any bias found at first year 
level will also be found at fourth year level.) 
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Variables to be Noted and Assessed 
In the present stu~ it seems probable that the following variables 
would appear to be relevant. 
1. Original Streaming Procedure 
In the stuqy were the subjects, that is the children, actually 
streamed according to abili~ or rather attainment, or perhaps 
both? 
What procedure was adopted Dy the infant departments? 
2. The Relation between Abili]Y and Attainment 
What is understood by these concepts and particular~ what is the 
attitude to these concepts of those concerned in the original 
streaming? 
What empirical relation has been found between the two concepts? 
3. Intelligence and Month of Birth 
Is intelligence normal~ distributed in the same w~ throughout 
the months and seasons of birth or 1~ it possible that births in 
certain months and seasons tend to produce more bright children 
or vice-versa more dull children? 
This is probably the most impo~tant variable needing investigation. 
4. Socioeconomic and Cultural Background 
That is of the experimental sup·jects, the children in the samp~e. 
\Vhat effects could this have on the experiment? 
5. Conditioning to a Role 
How much could this have pl~ed a part in the development 
of the experimental subjects? 
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6. Differences Between Schools 
It is possible that there could be differences between the 
schools which could produce different results in the 
investigation. 
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Discussion of the VariablesNoted 
1. Original Streaming Procedure 
Discussions were held individually with all the head teachers of· 
infant departments whose ex-pupils were subjects of the stuqy, and also 
with the head teachers of the junior departments whose schools the 
subjects now attended. 
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All the headteachers of junior departments received lists of pupils who 
had all been classified by infant department head-teachers, and these lists 
served to provide the basis of the original streaming in the junior school. 
The headteachers of the infant departments had all adopted the same procedure. 
After consultation with class teachers they had categorised children into 
A, B or C types. This was done in a complete~ subjective w~ without use 
of internal tests devised for the purpose, although all had access to 
classroom tests given by the teachers throughout the last school year. 
Certainly no objective tests were used. No separate consideration was made 
for ability as opposed to attainment, although headteachers claimed that, 
in the overall subjective assessment, note was made of children who could 
eventual~ improve. Similar~ with young children, allowance in the 
overall assessment was made for some children, particularly for those 
whom they thought might improve their academic status in time. However, 
there was no scaled weighting allowed for age such as is ~ical of a 
psychometric test. 
Thus although the procedure adopted is honest it is, perhaps, too 
subjective to be satis~aotory. It is probably quite effective in 
assessing actual level of attainment, but inadequate in assessing ability 
and in making allowance ~or age. 
Further tentative enquiries, beyond the scope o~ this present stuqy, 
suggest that the procedure outlined above is fairly common. Very 
seldom do objective tests seem to be used, partly because of the 
administrative difficulties and partly because of the inadequacies of 
most group tests designed for the seven year old age group. 
On arrival at some junior departments use is occasionally made of 
Schonell' s Y/ord Graded Reading Test, but this, of course, only tests 
attainment level in one aspect o~ reading. It does not give quotients 
or make allowances for age. In the present stuqy the junior 
departments did not use it at all in the original streaming procedure. 
All relied solely on the classified lists from the infant departments. 
Inadequate classification is a variable which could play a part in 
the present stuqy and could be partly responsible for results it is 
anticipated m~ be found. 
2. The Relation be~veen Abili~ and Attainment 
The concepts o~ abili~ and attainment have been well recognised for 
a long time in the ~ield of education. Briefly the concept of attainment is 
concerned with the development and acquisition of educational standards set 
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by peer groups and the socie~ in which one exists, and a level of attainment 
indicates to what extent the st.:-.ndards have been aquired. The concept of ability 
is concerned with the potential to achieve these standards. Even theoretically 
it can be appreciated that there could never be a perfect correlation 
between ability and attainment as there are so many intervening social 
and personality variables. 
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Extreme cases help to illustrate the difference between the two 
concepts. On the one hand there is the individual who has a relatively 
high degree of ability but a poor level of attainment. A clever individual 
who has never been encouraged and who has never become well motivated, 
who has had poor social and cultural support, and who may even have 
had grossly inadequate attendance at a place of formal education. 
On the other hand there is the individual of only moderate ability 
whose attainments are relatively good, and who is now known as an 
11over-functioner11 • This . is an 1ndi vidual who has been encouraged and 
well supported and who has devel~ped a high level of motivation. Here 
the attainments are in advance of what would be predicted from the 
individual's age and level of ability. 
Although the concepts of ability and attainment are fairly clearcut, 
the measurement of them in any individual of group of individuals is 
not so simple. The measurement of attainment is the easier function. An 
individual has either reached a set standard or he has not reach~d it, 
although, of course, it is true that the level of ability very much determines the 
atta1 nment level that can be reached. The measurement of ability is more 
complicated. Tests of ability are available but it is difficult for them to 
be devised without the involvement of some attainment. The current psychometric 
position concerning ability and attainment tests is one not so much 
of different base and type but rather of different emphasis and degree. The 
abili~ test oannot help involving some measure of attainment, but it 
attempts to minimise the influence of attainment and to measure the powers 
of the intellect. 
High and positive correlations have alw~s been found between abili~ 
and attainment, e.g. Pidgeon and Yates (1956) (1960), Thorndike (1931) etc., 
and this is not surprising, but that is not to say in aQY selection or 
allocation procedure the one can be assessed and the other ignored. One 
is dealing with individuals and some of these individuals will be the ones 
who disturb a perfect correlation. Tha,y.will perform better on one test 
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than the other. For a fuller picture assessments on both abili~ and attainment 
should be obtained. 
There are arguments for using only attainment assessments when allocating 
individuals to homogeneous groups and this procedure is particular~ reasonable 
when children are older and need a basic attainment level to cope with the work 
envisaged for that group. However, at the age of seven years there has not 
been equal time and opportuni~ for the reachin~ of standards set by the 
group as a whole, and for this reason it would seem to be wrong for attainment 
to be assessed to the exclusion of abili~. Both should be given a fair 
weighting. 
It would appear that in our stuqy the assessment of ability by the head-
teachers has been rather inadequate, although all headteachers understood that 
abili~ and attainment were different, and this could affect the actual 
stream placement of any child in the sample. However, it is probab~ 
the younger children of the age group who are affected most, as their 
ability has had less time to mature and flourish and to bring about a 
high level of the more easily assessed attainment. 
If it is found that younger children predominate in the lower streams 
the reason ~rill be the original streaming procedure with too trusting a 
belief in the correlation of ability and attainment at the early age of 
seven years. That is unless it is found that children born in certain 
months, or a certain season, are less intelligent than the other children 
in the sample. 
3. Intelligence and Month or Season of Birth 
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The question is posed as to Nhether intelligence is evenly distributed 
in the same \~Y throughout the months and seasons of birth. If it is found 
that births at one time of the year tend to include more bright children 
than usual then it would be reasonable to expect more numbers from this 
birth group in the higher streams. Similarly, if more dull children were 
found in the birth group one \>Tould expect to find more children of that 
group in the lower streams. \·/i th particular reference to the present study, 
if it was found that the midsummer births, the younger children in the 
sample, tended to be duller as a group,then any tendency for them to be 
found in high numbers in the lo\·ter streams \-Jould be only to be expected. 
It is therefore important that this matter be closely checked and scrutinised, 
and comparisons not be made on the mere assumption that intelligence will be 
evenly distributed in the same way throughout the months or seasons of birth. 
The assumption seems reasonable but it must be seen to be true for the 
sample in the study. 
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Butler, Pringle and Davies in the 1958 National Cohort Study were 
confident that month of birth t.,ras not likely to affect the even distrib-
ution of intelligence as all the children selected for their sample were 
born in one week in March. The same applies to the sample of Douglas (1964) 
whose sample were also all born in one week in March. 
However, there has been some work suggesting that month or season of 
birth can in some way affect intelligence. Results have been somewhat 
contradictory. 
In 1941 Fitt concisely summarised the literature of the 1930's which 
reported small but consistent differences in ability according to month of 
birth. Summer and autumn births were found to correspond with greater 
ability than \rinter and spring births. In the northern hemisphere these 
are I-1ay to October and November to April respectively. The studies ranged 
from dull to bright subjects, children and adults. Although the actual 
months showing highest or lowest scores tended to vary, the overall seasonal 
effect was remarkably consistent. Ho\·rever, many of these earlier studies 
did not use psychological tests or objective criteria, and those that did 
used techniques which would now be considered outmoded. 
Fitt considers the time of conception to be critical rather than the 
actual time of birth, with following seasonal changes in the pregnancy 
period being important. 
Pintner and F'orlano (1933) took a sample of 17,500 New York school-
children and divided them into four groups of equal size on basis of I.Q. 
High I. Q. High Average, Lot'! Average, and Low I. Q. They found the three 
lO\'.Ier groups to have the same seasonal distribution of births, with a 
pronounced maximum of frequency in February or March and a minimum in May 
or June. A minor maximum 1:1as found in August or September and a minor 
minimum in October or November. The distribution for High I.Q. s 1:1as found 
to be different, \ri th a minimum in mid-\dnter to a maximum in August and 
September, and with a secondary maximum in April. 
The problem was tackled in an interesting way but there was no invest-
igation to discover the mean I.Q. s of the children born in the different 
months or seasons, and consequently there \·1as no investigation to see if 
these groups \otere significantly different. Such a procedure may have been 
more satisfactory. 
Huntington (1944) conducted a similar study but his peak for very high 
I .Q. 's of 130+ v1as in March and April. The curves or distributions for the 
lo1;1er I.Q. groups v1ere similar to those obtained by Pintner and Forlano in 
their study. 
Huntington points out that seasonal distributions of births cannot be 
rightly understood until v.re take into account many factors such as climate, 
diet, percentage of first births, social customs and standards of living. 
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Knobloch and Pasamanick (1958) sho\;red that a significantly high proportion 
of intellectual subnormals are born in the first three months of the year. 
Knobloch and Pasamanick suggest the effect of summer heat on the pregnant 
woman, at the time when the embryonic cortex is being organised, as a possible 
reason for the results obtained. Of course this work is with subnormals only 
but it makes possible the inference that this birth group asa.whole will tend 
to be less intelligent because of the high proportion of sub-normals. This 
might not follow as there could also be a high proportion of hig~ 
intelligent individuals in the group thus making the mean I.Q. similar to 
that of other groups born at different times of the year. Of course, the 
standard deviation of the I.Q. a of the group would be greater than that of 
other groups. 
Orme (1962), with adult subnormals, noted the relationship between I.Q. 
and Birth Month or Season of Birth. 
His results were as follows: 
Summer Birth Autwnn Winter SJ2rin6 
I.Q. 55-69 29 19 12 18 
I.Q. 40-54 13 17 20 20 
On a chi-square test this is significant at the one per cent level of 
confidence and it is in the direction to support the claim that, within the 
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subnormal range, children born in \'linter seem to be a little less intelligent 
than children born in summer. However, it is worth noting that in terms of 
the frequencies in this sample there are actually more summer birth sub-
normals than winter birth sub-normals. 
Orme used the Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices to obtain his 
measure of I.Q. and he makes considerable claims for this, considering it to 
be an efficient measure to use with intellectually sub-normals, and a measure 
that is not contaminated by culture, education, etc. He even claims that the 
test is one of the most homogeneous measures of "what is variously called "g" 
factor, fluid ability, and non verbal performance". It is difficult to 
reconcile this claim as "g" factor or fluid ability are not the same thing 
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us non~ verbal ~Jerf ormances. He also clair,ls that the test is possibly one of 
the best measures of Eebb 1 s Intelligence [\ 1 but, of course, Hebb 1 s IntelliG:o;ncc 
,\ is by definition not measurable. 
It is alco uorth noting that the test only samples one aspect of 
intelligence. It iG a non-verbcl test involving perceptual and S£)a tial cbili ty o 
Even the test nk'""'.nual suc;c;ests thc::..t, if a mecsure of general ability is t·Janted, 
the te.st should not be used by itself but in conjunction t·Ji th the Hill Hill 
Vocabulary Test. Nor, incidentally, does it give results in terms of I.Q. but 
actually percentile raru{s. 
Of course, the extravagant claims made for the Coloured Procressive 
r<a trices do not in themselves invalidate the results of Orme 1 s small study. 
In a study ~ublished in 1g63 Greenberg clai~ed to have found a 
significant association bch;een lou clir-1~ct:i.c telil:;_)eratures seven to eicht months 
before birth and the incidcnco of oon~ol births to younG mothers. This is, in 
some respects, a little evidence to sugc;est a reversal of the cJ.air::: thect t·Jinter 
and s~rin3 births are least favourable to intelli0ence and sur.~er and autumn 
births are more fe.vour.:::.ble to intelli3ence. 
In another study, in 1963, Orme again found adverse perforns.nce t·Ji th 
t·!in ter and S::?ring births as compared t·Ji th summer and autumn births o Ac;ain the 
study Has t-Jith sub-normals in the 40-69 I.::!. range, and again the Coloured 
Proc;ressive !-;atrices Test t·Jas used. The most obvious climatic va:ciable is 
that of temperature and it t·JaG hypothesised that seasonal effect on intellic;ence 
t·JOuld be parnlleled by the effect of monthly temperatures above or belat·J that 
month 1 s averar;e teml_Jerature. It t·Jas further agreed that the effects uould be 
restricted to a certain period durinc; develOllment if that period t·Jas specially 
critical for cortic~1 development and intelligence. For each individual the 
month of birth and the preceding nine months were examined. 
The only obvious conclusion that could be made by Orme was that summer 
and autumn births were best for intelligence, and the reason for this was 
thought to be the gradual increase of temperature throughout the pregnancy 
from the middle period when the development of intelligence is critical. 
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Williams (1964) completed a stuqy which rather contradicts the view 
propounded by Orme, that is, that winter and spring births tend to affect 
intelligence adversely as compared with summer and autumn births. Williams found 
an undue preponderance of summer born children in special schools for the 
educationally sub-normal. This was a study involving 265 children drawn from 
E. s. N. Schools. Williams noted that the results could be partly due to 
educational organisation, such as differential entry to infant school, but 
that they could also be due to other factors such as the actual age group 
position (in time of year) with direct relation to the intra-uterine 
development etc. He noted that the phenomena seems to have a bigger impact 
on the special schools. Uilliams was not able to clearly separate the age 
group effect from the term of entr.y effect but he seems to think that the 
former is more responsible for the high number of summer birthdays in the 
E. S. N. sample. 
It may be that a certain type of fetus may be more predisposed to 
intra-uterine injury or damage in any case, and that the temperature 
standards or variations of certain months may be more liable to affect 
mothers and so bring about further risk for those passing through an important 
developmental phase at that time. This would account for there being more 
children of a certain birth group in an E.S.N. sample. 
As has been demonstrated the evidence on intelligence and season of 
birth is rather muddled and contradictory, and most of the work that has been 
done has been restricted to the sub-normal range. An investigation of the 
issue with respect to the brighter end of the intelligence distribution is 
that of Ojha, Kelvin and Lucas (1966). They investigated the problem with 
universi~ students using the A.H•5 Intelligence Test and they found no 
evidence of a relationship between season of birth and intelligence. 
An interesting study on a related topic is that by Johns (1962) noting 
the age factor ~n reading retardation. The youngest children of school year 
age groups, that is those born M~ to August, tended to be (as a group) more 
retarded in reading than the older children of the year group. This result 
WBS not attributed to a lower intelligence of the summer birth children but 
rather to the shorter infant training they had received. 
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It could be argued from this that, if such a difference persisted until 
the late junior school age, the system of streaming had failed, and it could 
be further argued that it had even reinforced the disadvantage of shorter 
infant training. 
4. Socioeconomic and Cultural Background 
This has an influence on the stream in which a child is placed. Douglas 
(1964) and others have confirmed this point. However, in the present study 
it would be reasonable to assume that the background variable will be 
random~ spread through all sub-age groups, and that the variable would be 
controlled in investigating month or season of birth and its relation to 
streaming in the primary school. 
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In aqy event to test the control of the variable would involve an 
impractical addition to the work of the stuqy. An assessment of each 
individual child's background would have to be made and a complicated ana~sis 
would have to be undertaken. Tests would have to be implemented to see- if 
there was any difference between good, average, and poor background children 
in terms of the proportion or number coming from each sub-group. 
Of course it is possible that younger children from poorer backgrounds 
could suffer from a cumulative effect greater than might be expected. To 
test this would be extreme~ difficult, involving perhaps linear estimates 
of probabilities and expectations according to combined background group 
and sub-age group. This would be a major stuqy in itself. However, it will 
be interesting to note if there is aqy difference between a relatively high 
social background school in the stuqy and a relatively low social background 
school in the stuqy with respect to the proportion of younger children in 
the lower streams. 
5. Conditioning to a Role 
It is not possible to note the effect of this in this study, but it is 
known that it can happen and it m~ be that streaming encourages it. 
If it is found that the younger children of the school year age group 
still tend to occupy a disproportionate number of low stream places in the 
fourth year of the junior school, then it can be assumed that conditioning 
8o a role has played some part. This will be particular~ so if the younger 
children are found to be as intelligent as the other children in the sample. 
6. Differences Between Schools 
It is possible that there could be differences between the schools 
which could produce different results in the investigation. 
These could come about because of differences in the general socio-
economic backgrounds of the various schools. As alrea~ mentioned it will 
be interesting to note if there are a~ differences between schools of high 
socioeconomic background and low socioeconomic background with respect to 
the proportion of younger children in the lower streams. 
Differences between schools could also result from differences in the 
attitudes of headteachers and teachers, particular~ with respect to the 
idea of streaming itself. Toleration of movement from stream to stream, 
involving extra administrative work, could also be an important factor. 
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The Pilot Experiment 
This was carried out in Februa~ 1965 at a junior school in an 
industrial town in the north-east of England. The school takes its pupils 
from a wide range of social and cultu~al backgrounds but the majori~ of 
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the children come from lower middle class and upper working class homes. On 
an overall assessment the eocial background of the pupils would be rated as 
~bove average. The same assessment could be made as to the intellectual 
calibre of the pupils. On the intelligence test in the exper~nent the 
average intelligence quotient was above averageafthat for the population at 
large •• The average I.Q. was 108 on the Moray House Picture Intelligence Test. 
The school could be described as a happ,y school, not subject to a great 
deal of repression. However, it is also a school with definite aims and 
standards in which some pressure is brought to bear, especially upon children 
in the top streams. 
Each school year group is divided into three streams, according to a 
merit list prepared by infant head-teachers, and although there is movement 
from one stream to another this is restricted to about four promotions per 
year from C to B, and B to A, demotions being similar in number. 
The headteacher and most members of staff are quite happy with the 
streaming ~stem and they believe the implementation is reasonab~ fair and 
accurate. This is consistent with the finding of J. C. Daniels (1961) in 
assessing the attitude of teachers to streaming. 
In the pilot experiment all the first year children of the school were 
selected as subjects. 
The dates of births and stream placements of all the children were noted. 
On one day all the children in the sample were tested on the Moray House 
Picture Intelligence Test I for Seven Year Olds. 
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After marking, scoring, checking and conversion of raw scores into 
standardised scores, the material was tabulated. Eventually the data was used 
to construct contingency tables in order to test the relationship between the 
following variables. 
1. Month of Birth (And Consequent Age) v. Level of I.Q. 
2. Month of Birth (And Consequent Age) v. Stream Placement 
Chi square values were computed for both contingency tables. 
With respect to the first relationship tested, Month of Birth and 
Consequent Age v. Level of I.Q. the dhi square value obtained was well below 
the point of significance. The obtained value was 4.12 whereas that required 
for a five per cent level of confidence was 9.49. Thus as the chi square value 
was so small it can be claimed that there is no significant difference in 
intelligence between children in the sample born in different parts of theyear. 
The younger children within the school year group were no less intelligent than 
the older children, intelligence being defined in terms of level or quotient. 
It is worth noting here that older children of the same I.Q. as other 
younger children would be slight~ more mature in terms of mental age, but this 
involves the main point at issue that some allowance should be made for age, 
otherwise some bright but young children m~ be under-estimated and condemned 
to a lower standard of education than is warranted. 
Incidentally, with respect to the first relationship investigated, the 
trend in the chi square analysis was in favour of the younger children in the 
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year group, that is in respect of high I.Q. Of course, as stated above, this 
trend did not reach aqything like a level of significance. 
With 11espect to the second relationship investigated, Month of Birth and 
Consequent Age v. Stream Placement, a highly significant value of chi square 
was obtained. The chi square value obtained was 25.79 and the value needed 
for a five per cent level of confidence was 9.49, and for a one per cent level 
of confidence 13.28. 
Month of Birth (And Conseguent Ase) v. Level of I.g. 
Sept.1956 Jan.1957 May 1957 
Dec. 12~6 A;er.12,27 Au~:~.122l 
I.Q. 116+ 13 12 10 35 
I.Q. 95-115 21 12 15 48 
I.Q. 94- 4 7 9 20 
38 31 34 103 
Chi Square = 4.12 Not Significant. 
For 4 degrees of freedom a Chi Square Value of 9.49 is needed at the 
five per cent level of confidence. 
Month of Birth (And Conseguent Age) v. Stream Placement 
Sept.1956 Jan.1957 M£13' 195 7 
Dec. 1956 A;er.1227 Aus.1257 
A Stream 24 10 2 36 
B. Stream 9 10 16 35 
C Stream 5 11 16 32 
38 31 34 103 
Chi Square= 25.79 Highly Significant - beyond 
the one per cent level of confidence. 
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A Maxwell Chi Square Trend Analysis showed a definite trend towards the 
older children in the sample being placed in higher streams and the younger 
children being placed in lower streams. A more detailed stu~ of the 
contingency table revealed that the greatest chi square value for an individual 
cell was that for the oldest children in the A stream. Actually in terms of 
original cell frequencies 24 out of 38 of the children in the oldest sub-group 
in the school year were in the A stream. 
Contrasting these two results it would seem that, although there was no 
significant difference between month or season of birth and intelligence, and 
although intelligence was eve~ distributed between the sub-age groups within 
the school year, there was a significant difference in the distribution of 
places in the hieher streams, with the younger children being more readily placed 
in the lower streams. 
It would appear that the younger children had been under-estimated and 
allowance had not been made for their lack of opportuni~ and their relative 
immaturi~ which would be both cortical and social. Streaming had probably 
been implemented in terms of attainment and level of maturi~ when leaving 
the infant department. 
THE EXPERIMENT PROPER 
A similar procedure to the pilot experiment was adopted but it was con-
ducted on a larger scale. 
Description of the Sample 
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Five junior schools were included in the sample and all the first year and 
fourth year children were suejects in the experiment. All five junior schools 
were situated in an in4ustrial town of the north east of England. The socio-
economic backgrounds of all the schools were rather mixed but the average rating 
for the different schools was different. 
Two schools, A & B, both built about 1910 but quite pleasant to work in, 
could be said to be above average with regard to socioeconomic background. They 
drew more children from high status residential areas than the other three 
schools. Included among the parents were a fair number of professional and 
clerical workers etc. and approximately half the children came from owner occup-
ier homes. School B was the school which had been used in the Pilot Experiment. 
One of the five schools, c, was ver,y much average with regard to home back-
ground. Almost all the children came from homes on a modern council estate, and 
the school itself was on~ seven years old. Most of the parents were skilled or 
semi-skilled workers with a fair number of casual labourers amongst them. Almost 
all the children were well dressed and well kept, and shortage of money did not 
seem to be a problem. This school was by far the most homogenEa:~S with regard to 
socioeconomic background. 
The other two schools, D & E, could be said to be below average with regard 
to socioeconomic background. Most of the parents were semi-skilled workers or 
labourers and each school had in attendance the child.ren of several problem 
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families. Most of the children were well dressed and well cared for but some 
were obvious~ neglected and were living near or below the poverty lina. Most 
of the children lived in older private proper~ and the vast majori~ of the 
parents were tenants and not owner occupiers. Both schools themselves were 
built before the turn of the century and are situated in older parts of the 
town. However, both have been modernised to some extent, with new flooring 
eto.~ and both are in good decorative order. 
The above assessments of socioeconomic background were not obtained by 
detailed formal methods. They were the result of discussions with headteachers, 
health visitors and school welfare officers, together with the author's own 
assessment based on his experience as a social worker and teacher in the town 
for the past fifteen years. 
In all five schools the children are divided into three streams, and, as 
mentioned before in an earlier section, this is done originally on the basis of 
a classification made by the infant departments. All schools claimed that, on 
an average, two children were moved up and two down from stream to stream at 
the end of each term, up to the end of third year. 
Three schools had only two movement times once the children were in their 
third year and all the schools admitted that there was little promotion or de-
motion in the final junior school year, as this was thought to be unsettling. 
All five headteachers were in favour of streaming, two being very strongly 
in favour. One of these was the headteacher of a school of above average socio-
economic background, school B, and one was headteacher of a school of below 
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average socioeconomic background, school E. The two headteachers from the other 
above average socioeconomic background school, school A, and the other below 
average socioeconomic background school, school D, both thought streaming was 
the best procedure but they were not so hostile to the idea of non-streaming. 
Perhaps significantly, the headteacher of the school of average and rather homo-
geneous socioeconomic background, school C, was the most receptive to non-
streaming. He was convinced that there had to be streaming at some stage but he 
had alreaQy come to a decision, following talks with a local inspector of schools, 
to unstream his first two year groups at the beginning of the next academic 
session. 
The Experimental Design and Procedure 
The supjects were all the first year and fourth year children in all five 
schools. The information required for each suBject was Date of Birth, Present 
Stream, and I.Q. 
Once this was obtained it would be possible to ascertain statistical~ 
whether children were generally being streamed according to abili~, whether 
intelligence was evenly distributed throughout the months or seasons of birth, 
and also whether a disproportionate number of young children were being placed 
in the lower streams. 
The information would also enable comparisons to be made between first year 
and fourth year children with regard to younger children being placed in the 
lower forms. It would also allow comparisons to be made between schools. 
Once collected the data would be tabulated and placed in contingency tables 
to enable the testing of the null hypotheses outlined in a previous section 
of this study. 
These t:tere as follows: 
1. That, in general, as a group, the first year junior school children in 
the sample \'Jere NOT streamed. That is the allocation to class groups 
toJas random, and t·tas not according to ability. 
2. That, in general, as a group, the fourth year junior school children 
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in the sample were NOT streamed. That .is the allocation to class groups 
was random, and t"<!as not according to ability. 
3. That there is an even distribution of intelligence throughout the sub-
age groups of the first year junior school children in the sample, and 
that no birth months have a significant advantage with respect to 
intelligence. 
4. That there is an even distribution of intelligence throughout the sub-
age groups of the fourth year junior school children in the sample, and 
that no birth months have a significant advantage tdth respect to 
intelligence. 
5. That, incidentally, there does not seem to be any overall relationship 
bet\'teen month of birth and intelligence. That is no birth months have 
a significant advantage with respect to intelligence. 
6. That there is no significant relationship between month of birth (and 
thus age) and stream placement in the first year junior school sample, 
and that there is no tendency for the older children to be placed in 
higher streams, and the younger children to be placed in lower streams. 
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7. That there is no significant relationship bet\;reen month of birth (and 
thus age) and stream placement in the fourth year junior school sample, 
and that there is no tendency for the older children to be placed in 
higher streams, and the younger children to be placed in lower streams. 
8. That the distribution throughout the three streams, of children from 
the youngest sub-age group, will be similar for the tNo school year 
groups involved, that is for the children of the first year sample and 
the children of the fourth year sample. 
(For each school year the distribution \-rould be even if no bias \rlas 
operating. The hypothesis predicts that any bias found at first year 
level \rdll also be found at fourth year level.) 
To test the Null Hypotheses the following relationships would have to be 
investigated. 
1. \"lith the First Year Children Level of I.Q. v Stream Placement 
2. 
" 
II Fourth II II II II II v 
" 
II 
3· " II First " II II II " v Birth Honth (and thus 
4. " 11 Fourth II II II II II v II " II " 
5. II II Total Sample of 
Children II II II v II II II II 
6. II II First Year Children Stream 
Placement v Birth Honth (and thus 






8. The distribution of the youngest children throughout the three streams in 
Fourth Year ~ the distribution of the youngest children throughout the 
three streams in First Year. 
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The Proposed Statistical Treatment of the Data 
A. For the relationships 1 to 7 mentioned above the application of a Chi Square 
Test of Significance. Three by three contingency tables will be arranged 
with the variables concerned being divided as follows. 
1. Level of I.Q. 
High I.Q. - A Standard Score of + 0.44 
Average I.Q. 
Low I.Q. 








3. Month of Birth (and thus age) 
" 
II 
11 + 0.44 to -0!44 
II -0.~4 
Born September to December (inclusive) 
" January to April (inclusive) 
11 May to August (inclusive) 
In addition Maxwell's Chi Square Trend Analysis may be used where 
necessary. (Maxwell 1961). 
This more refined technique notes a~ linear trend in the proportions 
in the cells of the contingency tables, and.it readily indicates what is 
actually contributing greatly to the chi-square value. 
It sub-divides the overall chi-square value for inspection. It is applic-
able to contingency tables where the classification categories fall into a 
natural orde~ for then it is possible to search for trends in the data. In 
particular a component of chi-square due to a linear trend can be separated 
out and tested for significance. 
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\Vhen the .categories of the variables have a natural order it may be 
assumed that there is a continuous variable underlying them, and the variables 
can be treated as if they were quantative variables, numerical values beine 
allotted to the categories. Regression methods can be used for partitioning 
the overal chi-square value, so that trends can be examined statistical~. 
Moreover, since a trend, or regression line, is based on just one degree of 
freedom it is possible that, although the overall chi-square value is not 
significant, the trend may be. 
B. For relationship 8, mentioned above. In order to see if any correction, or 
change by fourth year, occurred with respect to the distribution of younger 
children throughout the various streams, the following two procedures were 
considered to be necessa~. 
1. For the youngest sub-age groups within first year and fourth year 
(born May to August) a Chi-Square Test and Trend Analysis for 
School Year ~ Stream Placement. 
1st Year Youngest Age Group 
4th Year Youngest Age Group 
Stream A B c 
2. (a) A test of proportions between 1st Year Youngest Age Group Children 
in Form A and 4th Year YoungestAge Group Children in Form A. 
(b) A test of proportions between 1st Year Younge~ Age Group Children 
in Form B and 4 th Year Youngest Age Group Children in Form B. 
(c) A test of proportions betv1een 1st Year Youngest Age Group Children 
in Form C and 4th Year Younge~Age Group Children in Form c. 
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C. As a check to see if there were any significant differences between the 
different schools, (in particular any differences with respect to the three 
main relationships being investigated, viz. I.Q. ~ Stream Placement, I.Q. v 
Birth Month, and Birth Month ~ Stream Placement) the following procedures will 
be adopted. 
1. The means and standard deviations of the I.Q. distributions to be 
compared by simple inspection and pessibly statistical tests of 
difference. 
2. The construction of contingency tables for each individual school 
with respect to Level of I.Q. ~Stream Placement, I.Q. Level ~ 
Birth Month, and Birth Month ~ Stream Placement. The comparison 
of the chi-square values between the different schools. This can 
be done for the first year and fourth year children. 
3. The noting and contrasting of the proportions of younger children 
in the lowest forms, i.e. C forms, between the different schools. 
This can be done for first year and fourth year children. 
It is noted that in order to prevent this stu~ from growing to an unwiel~ 
size, work on comparisons between schools will be kept to a minimum. Most of the 
comparisons will be made at the level of simple inspection and a complex matrix 
of statistical procedures will not be undertaken. Where inspection suggests any 
interesting differences statistical work can be pursued. 
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It j_s c.nticipnted that there 1:1ill be significant differences bettJeen some 
of the schools trith respect to the mean I .q.s and possibly even the standard 
deviations, e.s the schools serve areas of different socioeconomic background, 
but more interest:i.ng \vill be the question as to Hhether these different schools 
1:1ill produce similar or different patterns and distributionsof data. 
The Procedure for Obtaining the Data 
As already stated the information required for each subject uas Date of 
Birth, Present Stream, and I.~:. The first two were easily obtained from class 
registers. As the total sample included approxirtlately one thousand children it 
1:1as not possible practically to obtain I.t~. assessments for all the children on 
individually auministered tests such as the Stanford Binet Intelligence Scale 
or the Uechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. Accordingly group intelligence 
tests had to be used. In f.Jay 1966 all the children in the fourth year of every 
junior school in the town concerned in the experiment uere given, in a 
classification examination, a Horay House Group Test, of the verbal reasoning 
type. Although too heavily loaded v1i th verbal i terns, this tYJ?e of test is \-.ridoly 
accepted as a reasonable measure of a child's intelligence at the age of eleven 
years. The results of this tcstinE v1ere used to provide the r.q. data for the 
fourth year children in the sample. 
All the fourth year children Here given the test on the same day,and so, 
obviously, different individuals administered the testing of the fourth year child-
ren of the experimental sample. This last point matters little as instructions 
are brief and \"Jell stands.rdised, and the testing situation is such that the 
personality and the teaching skill of the tester play no sie;nificant part. The 
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actual test administered was the M.H. 77 and it was standardised on a sample of 
65,872 children in 1964. It has a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15. 
Two measures of reliability were implemented in the standa,rdisation of the 
test. 
(a) A measure of internal consistency, calculated by Ferguson's 
method on a sample of 201 children, gave a correlation 
coefficient of 0.976. 
(b) A coefficient of equivalence and stability of M.H. 77 with 
M.H. 76 was calculated from the scores of the complete year 
group of 2,270 children in a certain area. The interval 
between testings was fourteen days and the obtained coef-
ficient was 0.954. 
The M.H. 77 test itself is made up of the usual group test material such 
as simile.rities, analogies, series, reasoning problems etc. 
In June 1966 all the first year children in the sample were tested on the 
Moray House Picture Intelligence Test 1. This test is specifically designed 
for seven year olds, and, as implied by the name, it consists of picture items 
and does not at all depend on reading ability. The test is the most comprehen-
sive of its kind, having nine sub-tests and a total of 100 items. This 
compares favourably with the N.F.E.R. Picture Intelligence Test which has only 
60 i terns. 
The sub-tests deal with acting on instructions, noting the object that 
does not belong to a group, and the completion of pictures by selecting the 
correct missing part. Th~ deal with picture absurdities, that is the noting 
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of the picture in the group that is absurd, with the ordering and sequence of 
picture series, and with the selection of the reversal of a given picture or 
figure from a group of like pictures or figures. Other sub-tests deal with the 
selection from a group of drawings a part that a given object always has, with 
a completion of a series of picture story analogies, and with the completion of 
a diagrammatic series. 
The test is an interesting test for children of seven years and it seems 
to motivate them well and to hold their attention, However, it is a test which 
is difficult to administer because of the great number of instructions to be 
given and the number of examples to be worked or taught by the tester. Although 
the instructions are standardised word for word the approach is very much a 
teaching one. For example the involved instructions should not be read in a 
stilted manner but should be spoken rather than read, and there should be 
emphasis on good rapport. Also some of the example work involves the eliciting 
of answeresfrom the class. 
As this testing situation involves the personali~, the teaching skill, 
and the testing expertise of the tester, it was thought that all the testing 
should be done by one person, in this case the author himself. In this w~ the 
variable of tester would by held constant. Otherwise fifteen different groups 
would have been·tested by fifteen different people. 
Of course, with this procedure not all the children could be tested at the 
same time. However, all were tested within a period of three days. With the 
administration of the Moray House Picture Intelligence Test 1, it was considered 
that holding the tester variable constant was more important than having the 
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same time of testing for all subjects. 
Following the testing all the papers were marked and checked and all totals 
and conversions were double checked. This, together with the fieldwork, involved 
a tremendous ammunt of work as app~oximate~ 500 papers with 4,500 sub-tests 
containing a total of 50,000 items had to be scored and checked. 
The Mor~ House Picture Intelligence Test standardisation is based on work 
done in 1943 with 8,107 children, and the conversion tables calculated from the 
norms give a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15. This is the same as 
the mean and standard deviation of the llr.H. 77. Thus if detailed comparisons 
of I.Q. scores between first year groups and fourth year groups were wanted, 
the matter would be simple, as the scores are directly comparable. The reliab-
ility of the M.H. Picture Intelligence Test was calculated by the Ferguson 
method and the coefficient quoted in the manual is of the order of 0.96. 
It is true, of course, that the two tests, M.H. 77 and M.H. Picture Intell-
igence Test, are of a different type. The M.H. 77 test is mainly concerned 
wlith verbal ability and it necessarily involves reading ability. The M.H. 
Picture Intelligence Test is more in the nature of a performance test and it 
involves no reading ability. 
However, the tests are applicable to and su~table for the two main age 
groups involved in the project, that is seven year olds and eleven year olds. 
Each in its place probably gives as reasonable an estimate of intelligence as it 
is at present possible to obtain from group tests. The content and testing 
procedure is different for the two tests, and this means comparisons between 
s~ores on the two tests have to be made with caution. Howeve~ the content and 
testing procedure for each test is what is applicable to each age group and 
each is necessa~ for the best estimate of intelligence at each age. 
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To obtain the best estimate of intelligence at each age is more impobtant 
for comparisons than merely ensuring the tests are of similar ~pe. Of course 
if it had been possible to have them of similar ~pe as well this would have 
been ideal. 
The Arrangement of the Data 
To app~ the obi-square test to the relationships being investigated, the 
relevant variables had to be sub-divided. As mentioned previously the variables 
were sub-divided into three parts, and three by three contingency tables were 
constructed. A tripa.rtite sub-division was decided upon because the variable of 
Stream Placement naturally was of this pattern. All the subjects fall into one 
of the three categories, A stream, B stream, or C stream. The evidence here was 
from distinct, discrete categories. It was easily obtained and it was ready for 
allotment to cell frequencies in the contingency tables. 
With regard to the variable of Month or Season of Birth (and thus age) the 
obvious way of dividing the variable into three parts was to allot a four month 
span to each sub-divison. The eldest childre~September to Deoember births 
inclusive, were the subjects placed in the first sub-division. Janua~ to April 
births inclusive were placed in the second sub-division. The subjects born 
towards the end of the academic year, M~ to August inclusive, were placed in 
the third sub-division. As the dates of birth had all been noted it was only a 
simple clerical task to place subjects in the right category and note the cell 
frequencies in the contingency tables. 
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The data for the two variables just mentioned was easi~ obtained and 
arranged and it involved no direct measures with the children. This was not the 
case with the variable of I.Q. Level. The fourth year junior school children 
were all given the M.H. 77 Test and the first year junior school children were 
all given the M.H. Picture Intelligence Test. After marking and checking and 
conversion to I.Q.'s etc. each individual child had a score, and a distribution 
of scores was obtained. 
As the means and standard deviations of the standardised tests are the same, 
comparisons should be simple but it is possible that one or both of the 
standardiaations are dated or are not quite applicable to the sample in the 
stuqy. For instance the sample as a ~hole could be slight~ above or below aver-
age, with respect to intelligence, or possibly the M.H. Picture Intelligence Test 
standardisation, completed in 1934, could be a little out of date, not being 
quite applicable to the first year children in the sample. With respect to the 
latter the sample mean and standard deviation could be somewhat different from 
that of the original standardisation. 
Individual scores, and group measures such as means and standard deviations, 
should be suitable for comparisons within each year group where the same test was 
being used throughout. Howeve~, in order to make comparisons between years it 
may be as well to convert all scores into standard scores. Comparable cont-
inuums of abili~ for each year group will thus be available. 
This last measure, conversion to standard scores, will also make the task 
of sub-dividing the I.Q. variable ver,y much easier and much more exact. Approx-
tmatelY one third of the population fall above the standard score of 0.44, one 
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third fall below a standard score of -0.44, and one third fall between a stand-
ard score of +0.44 and a standard score of -0.44. These cut-off points, at 
+0.44 and -0.44 standard scores, seem to be the most reasonable ones to use in 
sub-dividing the variable into approximate~ three equal parts. Using the mean 
I.Q. and the standard deviation of I.Q. for the total first year sample, the I.Q. 
levels at the cut-off points of +0.44 and -0.44 standard scores can be estab-
lished. To obtain the I.Q. score at +0.44 standard scores the equation would 
be as follows, with X denoting the required I.Q. score. 
X - Mean 
0.44 = -------
Standard Deviation 
Once the I.Q. levels at the +0.44 and -0.44 standard score points have 
been found the tripartite sub-divison of the I.Q. variable is a simple matter. 
The same procedure can be adopted for the fourth year sample, the mean and 
standard deviation of this I.Q. distribution being used to enable a threeway sub-
division of the fourth year I.Q. variable. 
Although in the original standardisations there were no differences between 
the means and standard deviations of the ~70 tests used with the first ye~ 
children and the fourth year children, differences m~ be found in this study. 
Possible reasons for this have been outiliined above, and it could transpire that 
the cut-off points in terms of I.Q. could be different for the two main groups. 
The use of standard scores based on the two main sub-samples, first year child-
ren and fourth year children, enables valid comparisons to be made. 
A. 
The Inve.stie;ation of the I.(!:• Variable 
l. The f.Jeons and Standard Deviations 
~ith Fir~t Year Children - test used being the ~.H. ~icture 
Intelligence Test. 
For the Total First Year Se~ple in all Five Schools Combined. 
The mean I.(~· uas 110.849. (110.9) 
The stm1de<rd deviation ':Tas 15.69. (15. 7) 
For School i~ Cii5h socioeconomic background). 
The n:ean I.<. ':.ras 117.219. 
The stand<.rd deviation t·Jas 13.52. 
For School B (high socioeconomic backGround). 
The i1le£1n I.·~. uas lJ.5. 75. 
1'he standard deviation t·ms 13.63. 
For School C (Avera:::;e socioeconomic bt:.ckground). 
'i'he mean I.e~. tJas 107. G3. 
The stondard deviation t·Jas 14.54. 
For School D (Low socioeconomic background). 
The mean I. Q. \-Jas 107 • 0. 
The standard deviation \"ms 15. 89. 
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For School E (Lou socioeconomic b:1cke;rotmd). 
The mean I.·,_. t·JUs l06oOI39. 
The stnncl.2.rd deviation t·J.:!E: 16. 8. 
'.lith Fourth Year Children - test used bcine; ri.H. 77. 
:for the Total Fourth Ye;;.r .Sat!lple in all Five Schools Combined. 
The r11ean I. ~~. ':Jas 10 3. 6. 
The st2.ndc.rd deviation uas 17. 98. 
For School!\. (Hie;h Gocioeconomic backeround). 
The uec:m I. '·}o ua.s 109.7. 
The stn.nclurd devi2tion \Jc.s 16.39 o 
For School B (HiGh socioeconomic b<..;cke;round). 
The i~ean I.~. \!as 109.7. 
The st2.nC.2rd deviation t-Jas 17. 5. 
For School C Uwera~e socioeconomic bc..ckground) • 
The mean I.:~. t·Jas 98. 65. 
The Gtcndard deviation uas 16.7. 
For School D (:Got·J socioeconomic b<?.ckground). 
The mean I.~. t-Je.s 100.7 o 
The ste..ndard deviation t·Je.s 14.2. 
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~,or Sch.ool 1~ (Lm·s socioeconomic b&ck{;round). 
'l'he [;1ean r.~ ... \!e.s 98.1. 
The standard devie.tion \·.'as 19.6. 
(For further detail see Appendix 1\) 
These results tend to shm·J that, as u \·Jhole, the sample is a little 
above average 1·rith regard to intellie;ence. Both the mean I.\.~. of the first 
year sample and the mean r.r~. of the fourth yec.r sample \·Jere hiGher than 
the mean I.Q. s of the oric;inal samples used in the standardi::ation of the 
respective tests l~.H. ?icture Intelligence Test and f·i.H. 77. The mean r.::,. 
of the total group of fourth year children \·las three points above the mean 
of the 1964 standardisation sample. This difference is sicnificant at the 
one per cent level of confidence and the three points difference probably 
reflects.the true deviation of the total project sample from the population 
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at large. There is little reason to suspect that the first year schoolchildren 
in the project sam~le are genuinely different in terms of intelligence from 
the fourth year schoolchildren in the project sample, particularly as there 
has been little popul&tion movement in the last fe1:1 years in the local areas 
involved. The fact that the first year sar.rple' s mean I.Q. is so very IJ!UCh 
higher than the mean I.Q. of the stnndardisntion se.mple (10 points) is best 
explained in terms of dated norms. The f.I.H. Picture Intellic;ence Test was 
standardised in 1943 and the norms are no doubt now out of date. Seven year 
old children probably perform better on this test notr because of factors such 
as earlier social maturity, tl1e influence of nursery education, better. infant 
teaching Hith better methods and roaller classes than of t11enty five years ago, 
the influence of muss media in ecrly educntion 9 end possibly test 
co_,_-hiotice.tion end increc..sed confidence in a testine; situ::>.tion. 
The L. H. 77 Test, used \"Ji th the fourth year sam})le, \·JiJ.S dnndr-.rdised 
only tHo years before its use in the project and the norms are much more 
likely to be accurate. The deviation of the fourth year s2.mple from the 
population at larse is ?rob&bly indicative of a Genuine deviation of the 
totc:-.1 sample. 
As the distribution statistics obtained for the SfU1lples in our study 
differ from the original statistics of the standnrdise.tion salilples 9 and 
particularly as the difference is greater from one set of distribution 
statistics than for the other, it is iml)ere.tive that use be made of 
standard scores based on the releve.nt data. Comparisons bett·Jeen sub-se.rn~•les, 
that is beb-Jeen first year schoolchildren end fourth year schoolchildren, 
would be extremely difficult without this procedure. 
The standard scores \-Jill be be.sed on the data of the relevant 
individual distributions, that is the mean and standard deviation of the 
I.Q. distribution of the first year children in the sample (tested on 
;.J.H. Picture Intelligence Test), and the mean and standard devie.tion I. ... 
of the fourth year children in the sample (tested on N.H. 77.) 
The actual \·Jorking of the standard scores follovJs this discussion on 
the obtained I.i.-~. means and standard deviations. 
In some 1:1a~rs the I.Q. means and standard deviations obtained for the 
different schools are as mio;ht be expected. The relative differences beh1een 
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the different ::;chools in the se.r:JlJle t·Jere more or leGs )redictcblc. The ttjo 
sciwols A e.nd :J, h£'. vir~.e; children from !;)rcdolirinantly hit,::.1 socioecon01:1ic 
backgrounds, obte.ined similar mec.n I.~~. s. '.i'hese mean I.~. 8 uere si.:nificantly 
hic;her than the merns for tho other three schools. This result a::,>)?lied to 
both te3ts, that for the first year sample and that for the fourth year sample. 
:Perhaps surprisingly School C, considered to be of averar.;e socioeconomic 
st.otus and drm:ine:; on a good 1:1orlcinc class po~Julation from a modern ectL,te, 
scored only at the satiie level as the t\-10 schools D and j~, designated. c.s 
catering r;ninly for lOt·! socioeconor1ic baclq;rounds. Em1ever, it is intercstine; 
to note tho.t this school, Nhose po~"ulc.tion is considered to be rather 
homogeneous t·Jith resx;ect to backsround, did have a smaller st:::.ndurd devi~:.tion 
on the r.;.:~. Picture IntelliGence Test thc:m those obtained by schools D and E. 
Also as e~Jected schools D and ~ obtained similar 5roup scores to one 
c.nother, and they tended to score louly as com_;?ared to schools A and B. The 
nou uell Jmo~·m sociological maxir;,, the.t children fron arco.s of hi[;h socio-
economic background tend to obt2.in above averae:;e I. ~2. s e.nd that children 
from aree.s of lou socioeconomic backr;round tend to obtain I.~. s of belm·1 
averac;e, ue.s am:ply borne out in this study. 
2. Conversion to Standerd Scores and the Division of the I.~. Variable 
In the orit:;inal planning of the statistical work of this study it uns 
considered that the conversion of I.Q. scores into ste.nd:1rd scores vrould be a 
desirable procedure. After the results had been obtained for the first year 
and. fourth year I.Q. distributions it t·Jas considered that conversion to 
standard scores t·Jas essential, particularly if comparisons t·Iere to be made 
between the year e;roups. 
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·.,ith the First Year Grou::_.1. 
'l'he mean I.~~. t-Jas 110.9 o.nd the standcrd devie.tion uas 15.69. For any 
individual a stc...'1dard score could be obtained by the formula l: = (E - X) 
s 
~!here z = the standard score, 
v1here r.i = the mean I.~. 
v1here X = the individual I.~.' 
\'!here s = the standurd deviation of the I.Q. distribution, 
and v1here (N X) means the difference bett-.1een fJi and ,, 
-
h, 
e.g. z = (111 - 120) = ...:!:._2 = + 0.6369 
15.7 15.7 
or Z = (111 - 8o) = .:::...2! = - 2.0 approx 
15.7 15.7 
As the main statistical uork \1ith the intelligence vc..riable requires that 
variable to be sub-di vid.ed into three parts the follmJing procedure \·Jas ado:?ted. 
Investigation of areas under the normal distribution curve (Cambridge 
Eleoentary Statistical Tables, 1953) shm1ed that approximately one third of the 
population fall above + 0.44 stc.ndnrd deviations or ste1.nd2.rd scores, thct one 
third fall beh1een + 0.44 standard deviations and - 0.44 standard deviations, 
and that one third fall belovJ - 0.44 standard deviations. Thus two arbitrary 
I.Q. cut off points \·Jere obtained approximating to these points on the norr.1al 
distribution curve. The I .i~. cut off points \'Jere obtair.ed in the follmving \'Jay. 
Z = (t·i - X) 
s 
Nhere X is the I.:t. point required. 
· c~) c s) = 01 - x) 
(Z) (S) + H = X 
'.lith the First Ye~r Grou:tJ this is as follot-Js. 
0.44 = (110.9 - ;~) 
15.69 
(0.44) (15.69) = 110.9 - X 
6.9036 = 110.9 - X 
X = 110.9 
= 104 
~he I.~. score of 104 is therefore the lot':ler cut off point in the I.'~· 
distribution of the first year children. 
In obtaining the upper cut off point 
0.44 = (l - 110.9) 
15o69 
X - 110.9 = (Oo44) (15.69) 
X = 6.9036 + 110.9 
= 117.8 
i.e. ~: = ll8_ap}roximately. 
Thus the first year I •. "t. distribution can be divided into three parts 
using the I.<~.: s of 104 and 118 as division points. ObviouGly I.~lo · G nbove 
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118 \"JOUld be ple..ced in the top or above averase cate.:.;ory, and I.•.2. · s bclm·J 104 
\"Jould be placed in the bottow or belou ctverace ca.tecory. I.~ .• · s betl-1een 118 
and 104 \·Jould be placed in the middle or averaGe co.tee;ory. ..ith rec;ard to 
I.G:;. s thnt actuclJ.y \Jere 118 or 104 an arbitro.ry decision had to be 111ade 
c:,s to plc:cemcnt o 
To me.intain balance either both hed to be ~;laced in the end c:::.tegories 
(above or bclo\·J averc:~e) or both had to be plr:ced in the middle cc.tcsory of 
e.verc.;_;c o It U-:\G cl_ecided thc.t the uoot re2.sonc.bJ.c ::_>roccclure, cauain~ the leo.ot 
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O...i.otortion of <.ny l:inr1 :L."l <1 three uc..y division, uas pl;:-,ccltJcnt i11 ti1e 
I:Jiddle or Rvere>:_,e ccte~;ory. 
T!TLco t~18 ?irst ye2r r.·_o rtistribution w::.s divided into approximately 
three equal parts as follOI:JS. 
f~bove Avcra;::e ... + 0.44 standard scores - I.t~. 119 and above o 
1\vJr:1::;e 0 • • • • • D • 0 + 0.44 stando.rd scores to 
-
0.4'-} stand3rd scoros 
- I. ':.• 104 - llU inclusi vc o 
Belm·: •~vera(_;e ... 
-
0.44 stan6.::rcl ..::cores - I.'~. lO::J and bolo~·Jo 
Jith the Yourth Yeur Grou~ 
The Elcc.n I. .• \·JD.s 103.6 .::nd the st.-ncle>rd deviation \·:a.s 17.98. The 
SiJ.llle proccdt~re ~-Jo.s ~~do_?ted uith the fourth yeer ~,rou~1 as \·Jith the first 
~rear 1:5rour. 
Usinr_: the s~·-•ne system :Lt t-Jc.a c.scortcincd that the fourth year I. ~o 
distribution could be divided into np~croximatcly three e,:ual :;_Jnrts o.s 
follous. 
i\bovc fl.vcr:::..__;s • 0 + 0.44 st:::.ndc.rcl Gcores - I. ~· 112 c..nd above 
hver:::L,e 0 0 •• 0 0 + 0 • L~l+ st.?_nd:::-.rcl scores to 
-
O.L11.:. stv.i".cl.ard ccores 
-
I • · ... 96 - 111 and inclusive 
0 0 - 0 o '+4 st,.,ncl:::.rd scores 95 and belmio 
}. AD Assessment of the Normality of the I.Q. Distributions. 
This is concerned with assessing whether the I.Q. distributions of the 
individual schools in the study are normally distributed, that is that the 
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I.Q. scores in terms of frequencies will correspond to the normal (GaussiaD) 
curve. The I.Q. scores should tend to be normally distributed about their 
mean. Certainly this seems to be the nature of things, and, as noted by III8JlY 
psychologists, for example Vernon (1960), there is a definite tendency for 
human abUities to be normally distributed. If a large unselected group of 
chUdren is tested, and the numbers obtaining each score, or I.Q., are plotted, 
the graph usuall7 approximates to the symmetrical, bell-shaped curve known as 
the normal. distribution curve. Most individuals score near the mean and fewer 
and fewer individuals score as either extremes are approached. 
In practice the graph tends to be a little irregular unless the numbers 
are very large, and, of course, if the group has been speciall.y selected it 
will tend to become skewed rather than symmetrical. This could be the case 
with some of the schools in the at~, as the pupUs of schools having non-
average socioeconomic backgrounds could be cODSidered as specially selected 
groups. Certainly the high socioeconomic background schools may tend to 
produce distributions which are slightly negatively skewed as compared to the 
distribution of all schools combined. Similarly the low socioeconomic back-
ground schools may tend to produce distributions which are slightly positively 
skewed as compared to the distribution of all schools combined. 
The following table shows the I.Q. distributions for all schools in 
both years. 
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The distribution of each individual school· can be examined to see if it· is 
normally distributed about its O\ffi mean. It can also be examined in relation 
to the mean and distribution of the whole, combined, school year group. 
Table Illustrating the I.Q. Distributions 
At First Year Level 
Individual Schools (\dth frequencies) 
I.Q. Range 
129.5 - 139.5 
119.5 - 129.5 
109.5 - 119.5 
99.5 - 109.5 
89.5 - 99.5 
79.5 - 89.5 
69.5 - 79.5 




A B c D E 
21 14 2 6 8 
29 33 21 18 17 
26 27 19 21 23 
15 19 25 27 21 
8 7 15 14 23 
4 2 3 7 6 
0 1 4 6 7 
0 1 1 1 2 
103 104 90 100 107 
117.2 115.7 107.8 107.0 106.0 
13.0 13.6 14.5 15.8 16.8 













At Fourth Year Level 
Individual Schools (with frequencies) 
I.Q. Range A B c D E Total School Year Group 
139-5 - 149.5 
129.5 - 139·5 
119.5 - 129-5 
109.5 - 119.5 
99-5 - 109.5 
89.5 - 99·5 
?9.5 - 89.5 
69.5 - ?9.5 




3 3 1 0 1 
6 11 3 1 2 
23 1? 7 5 19 
24 24 18 15 12 
22 25 18 16 11 
14 10 2:1 18 18 
9 8 20 9 19 
3 6 8 6 18 
1 1 4 0 4 
105 105 106 ?0 104 
109.? 109.? 98.6 100.? 98.1 










At the level of inspection an examination of the twelve individual I.Q. 
distributions indicates that the distributions tend to be normally distributed 
about their ow means. This is the case with all schools at both first year 
level and at fourth year level, although perhaps this is not so, completely, 
with schools A and B at first year level. Here there seems to have been 
insufficient "headroom" or 11ceUing11 with a resulting ''bunching'' in the highest 
category. The same applies to the Total Group. 
It certainly appears that the other I.Q. distributions are normall7 
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L~istributecl c.bout tl1cir :Jean.:>, e.1~:10ur.;h Hi tl:l sc:1ool E at fo·..lrth year level 
there is an irr0r;ulerity e~r.10st sufficient to su[;gest a bi-modal distribution. 
~~~his is probc.bly just n: chcnce result, c:nd perhc.::rs, parti.:tlly, it is due to 
the arbitrary category limits. Perhaps there \·Jere several borderline cases 
which did not fall into an expected (expected in terms of a normal distribution) 
category, but just fell into a neighbourinG category. This \-Jould cause 
distortion to the normc.l distribution. If the arbitrary cateGory limits ~ere 
changed slightly a different, more no1·mal, distribution might be obtained. 
For example if 6 cases from category 3 crossed the borderline to category 
4, 4 cases from category 4 crossed the borderline to cate~ory 5, 4 cases from 
category 8 crossed the borderline to category 7, 7 cases from category 7 
crossed the borderline to category 6, and 5 cases from category 6 crossed the 
borderline to category 5, a norme.l distribution \'IOuld be formed. 
A tabulated representation illustrates the point. 
Actual ~istribution 
























~xamin~tion by simple inspection su~~ests that, at first year level, 
schools A and B are rather negatively skeued, and schools C, D, and E are 
slightly positively ske\'led. At fourth year level schools A and B again seem 
to be negatively skewed but perhaps to a lesser extent than at first year. 
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1 evel. Schools C, D and E again seem to sho\oJ some positive skewing at fourth 
year level, but this is very slight and the distributions can be described as 
reasonably normal. 
The above assessments have been made at the level of simple inspection 
but it is possible to test statistically a distribution for normality. 
Guilford (1956) describes a method of obtaining the frequencies that would be 
expected if a distribution (of given frequencies, mean and standard deviation) 
\'las normal. He then sho\-rS ho\·1 these expected frequencies can be assessed in 
relation to the observed frequencies of the distribution. A form of the Chi-
Square Test can be applied, so that a value can be obtained which will indicate 
whether the actual obtained distribution is significantly different from a 
normal distribution. 
Chi-square values for each interval are obtained and these are totalled 
to produce an overall value. In assessing the overall value the degrees of 
freedom allowed are the number of intervals involved minus three. One degree 
of freedom has been lost in computing the mean, a second in computing the 
standard deviation, and a third is allowed for N, the size of the sample. 
The formula for obtaining the chi-square values for each interval is as 
follows. 
2 (fo - fe) 
fe 
where (fo - fe) is the difference bet\oreen the observed frequencies and the 
expected frequencies. 
Also where fe = y ( i.n. ) 
s.d. 
Further detail of the formula can be found in Appendix A. 
It ua.s decided that the statistical test described shoulu be a11pliecl. to 
the follouing tt·Jo c'.istrioutions. 
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l. The r.:.~. Distribution of the 'l'otal First Year Saiilple in all :five Schools 
Combined. 
2. 'i'he I.(. Distribution of the Total :?ourth Year .Sample in all ~,ive Schools 
Combined. 
The decision to apply the tests t:Jas based on the fact that the tt:Jo 
distributions mentioned are used in the division of the I.:~. variable. The 
author con.siders that v1hen a variable is beine; divided into three pc.:rts of 
e<-lual size, and these parts e..re to be clussified r:ts upper, micldlc and louer 
divisions, it is desirable, althouGh not absolutely necessary, that the vc.riable 
be normally distributed. Cbviously a score distribution of almost any form cen 
be divided easily into three equally si~ed parts, in order of merit, by merely 
counting a third of the cc.ses from the top and a third from the botton, and. in 
the Cc.Se of srouped d[l.to_ interpolatins into the D.p:?roprio.te catecory. I:o·.Jever, 
if the distribution is not normal there i::; less satisfaction ':!ith the arbitre.ry 
division :;_Joints, £ln(1 there is less confidence i:,~ the )lncin.::; of the iacti.viduG.ls 
near t~1e borderlines. r.lome rl.ivisions liay not seeu to be so crec.tly dif~crent, 
2.nd there is less cor:fic~encc in readily classil'yinG t~12 c~.i vision,:; as U)~1er, 
1.1idd.J.e a.nd lm-Jer. 
i'or instw.ce, \·Jl1en a diutribution he.::; n large, ne~ati ve, sl~e•:J, t~:e hi)1':)r 
division l10int in F. t::rec \·Jo.y o.i vision tli11 lJrob:-.bJ.;y- fnll into 0. CC'.te ~o:;:y 
havin~ a lo.rse _()rO).)rtion of the frer1uencies. 'rhct i-:; it t:ill be e.t the lli.:;hcst 
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point of the curve. Many cases will be "bunched" around the division point, 
and there can be little confidence that a fair number of the cases on one 
side of the division point will be so very different from a fair number on 
the other side. 
With a distribution which has a very large proportion of its cases in 
the category known as the mode, it is even possible that the two division 
points could both be in this category. If this was the case one could not 
feel so confident about the value of dividing such a distribution into thre~ 
parts of equal size, and classifying them as upper, middle and lower. Ot 
course, the point of absurdity is reached when a distribution is such that 
almost every case obtains the same score. A three-way division would t'btn 
be a nonsense. 
With a normal distribution no division point is at the highest point of 
the curve, and the three parts can be more obviously and clearly classified 
as upper, middle and lower divisions. The three sketches below illustrate 
the points being made. 
rtEr.:RTtV/: SKEW 
~ ! I I --~ 
Although the normal distribution curve most readily lends itself to a 
confident three-1r1ay division, and although some abnormal curves are not 
suitable for this purpose, other curves that depart from normality may be 
divided ~nth a fair degree of confidence. 
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This could apply to some flat curves. That is curves that are even and 
uniform but ~dth little height as compared to the curve of a normal distrib-
ution. Such distributions are evenly spread over the normal range but with 
a less than normal grouping around the mean. It could also apply to tri-
modal curves if such were ever found. 
There is only great lack of confidence in a division when many cases 
of similar ability are "bunched11 around a division point, such as in the case 
of a very highly skewed distribution. 
Using the Chi-Square Test of a Normal Distribution the results for the 
two school year groups t'lere as follows. 
1. For the Total First Year Sample of all Five Schools Combined. 
The obtained chi-square value t'las 12.65. 
\·Jith 3 degrees of freedom, after regrouping, this is just significant 
at the one per cent level. 
2. For the Total Fourth Year Sample of all Five Schools Combined. 
The obtained chi-square value 1:1as 10. 73. 
Uith 4 degrees of freedom, after regrouping, this is significant at the 
five per cent level. 
(For further detail see Appendix A.) 
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These results indicate that both distributions are not completely 
normal. If they had been completely normal, low, insignificant chi-square 
values would have been obtained. However, the chi-square test is a very 
stringent one and small deviations from normality can produce a significant 
result. Actually in the case of the fourth year distribution the deviation 
of one class interval was sufficient to produce a significant chi-square 
value. 
It can be seen from inspection that the curves of both school year 
distributions are not grossly abnormal or distorted. There is no excessive 
"bunching" at the division points. The curves are as follows. 
Most important in the division of the I.Q. variable is the fact that 
standard scores have been used. As this is the case, and as the distributions 
are not grossly abnormal, it can be.assumed that a reasonable division of the 
variable has been made. 
As the standard scores are based on the .total year distributions there 
should be reasonably even numbers in each division of upper, middle and lower 
intelligence, for the total year groupings, but some of the schools with 
skewed distributions will have more cases in an end category. For instance 
schools A and B will probably have more cases in the + 0.44 s.s. category. 
However, this does not mean that the cases in that end category, or in any 
other category, will not be eveDl.y distributed between the sub-age groups. 
Unless there is some Wllmown birth-intelligence factor operating, there 
should be as 1118111 May to August births as September to December births in 
the + 0.44 s.s. category. This should apply to each intelligence division 
or category. 
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Although intelligence is not perfectly normally distributed in the study 
sample this does not mean that, at all levels, it will not be evenly distrib-
uted throughout the sub-age groups. Approx:lma.tely the same numbers should be 
foUDd for September to December births, January to April births, and ~ to 
August births at any of the three generai levels of intelligence. The chi-
square test of the relationship between I.Q. level and month of birth, 
exam:tned in a following section., should be able to assess how far this is 
true. If it is not true it will indicate that there is some special infiuence 
operating, such as some birth months showing a consistent superiority in 
intelligence. 
The ~i:-.1 of tl1is inve.:;tj_._;c.tion t·:c.s to cstc.olich tl~2.t, :.n :.;cncrc.l, as o. 
grou::.~, the children :~n the se::.r.l.:_;le ~·Jere strcn.mccJ.. :for c:ll .-:=t:-.t icticr.l teot:::; 
the d::-.ta ~crtainint; to the tuo ve.ri3.bles unc e.r:rrni;Cd in three by three 
contingency tables. Chi-sc;.u~.re vc:.lucs t!erc comv-utcd. iiiGh, sic.:nificCJ::t, 
chi--;:;c;.uE'.re VIJ.lues t·Jot:ld inc~icc.te t!1c.t there UQS a relo.ticns!1i} bet•.Jecn l. ~· 
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c.nd stre:->.m }lacement, o.nd th1:'.t, 1:1ithout doubt, the chilc~rcn h.:-.C: been strear.1ed. 
To reo.ch si[,nificn.nce at the five ~Jer cent level of coniidence a 
chi-sr;ue..:cc value of 9.49 is neces;.Jc.ry uhen four decrees of freedom n~)_ly. To 
reach BiLnificance at the one 11er cent level of confidence e. chi-:->c~K-.r~ value 
of 13.28 is necemr.ry t·Jhen four de..;rceo of freedom ap:_1ly. 
':lith j'irst Year Children. 
:f!'or the Total First Yee.r Sam::_)le in all Five Schools Combined. 
'l'he chi-sc;.urlre value \·JaG 140.13 
E'or School A 
The chi-sc;.uare value 1:1[1.6 53.6 
lor ,School B 
The chi-squ:c.re v:>.lue vias 33.6 
For School c 
The chi-squc.re vc.lue t·Jas 30.6 
l"or School D 
The chi-squc.re V2.lue t·Jas 18.o6 
:!!'or School I!: 
The chi-square value w>.s 48.6 
'lhis is very hi2_;l1ly significant. 
ThiG J.::; very hic;hly sicnificnnt. 
This is hiGhly sicnificant. 
This is highl~r sit>nificant. 
This is still •.-Jell beyond the one 
}_)er cent level. 
This is very hie;hly significant. 
. .'ith Fourth Year Children. 
:for the 'i'otal i'ourth Year Sartlple in all Five Schools Combined. 
The chi-square value ~·1as 385.5 This is very highly si~ificant. 
lor School A. 
rhe chi-square V!'.lUe uas 100.3 This is very hic;hly sil_!;nificant. 
For School B. 
The chi-square value t--Jas 121.2 This is very hi~hly significant. 
For School c. 
The chi-square value was 90.4 This is very highly sienificant. 
For .School D. 
The chi-square value t-Jas 46 • 2 ThiG is very highly significant. 
For School E. 
The chi-square value t·.ras 93.7 Thls is very highly sig,nificant. 
For the Complete Sample of First Year and 7ourth Yea.r Children Combined. 
The chi-squere ve.lue ue.s 526.3 Ac;c.in this is very highly sie;nificant. 
(For further detail see Ap~endix B.) 
Obviously there u~s no need to proceed uith ~axuell's test here, and the 
above results confirm beyond any doubt that, in both school years, in all 
schooLs, the children, in genern.l, as a .::;roup, uere bein::; strem1ed. 
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(emt1 thu::.: su:.:,-eOicl crol!i.) 
The aiu of this invcsticution t:.:_:;. to cs·ccbliGh -::ha·:: intcllic.ence is evenly 
<listribut(!lJ throu£;hout t:w sub~D.ge gro~zJs of the children in the sa .. !Jle, ancl to 
a::.:certain that no birt~: JoJOnths llave a ::>ignificant aJvnntage 1·:it:, rcs~Ject to 
intelli~enCCo ~70r the St<eti::.:ticc.l teutinQ the data Ui-~S arrU!l£8U in three by 
three contin..:;ency tablc:J. Chi-squc.re values uero COI;llJUtcdo .'l.s t·:i·i;;l the ln·e-
cetlinu t:orlc chi-sqt:nrc valueo of SJ.'~l) and 1.:;.~8 l:crc neccs:Jo.ry i: the five :._Jer 
cent nnJ one per cent levels of c,mfidencc 1·Je:.:o to b~ reached. 
Cf course here t:.1e hypothesis is that no sitnifica•Jt uiff~,·ences \till be 
~:ounc'. and no .sit,;niiicant chi-s11Hare values l·Ti.l.l be obtained. 
1:itll First Ystr Childrcll. 
•"or the 'i'ot.:.tl ~irst Year Jur..!·lc ir; all Five :Jchools Co~aJbinut:.. 
~·'or ;jchoo l l1. 
The chi-sque.re value \·Jas L.n::;;:;. 'i'his is not sicni:Licnnt. 
For ._,chool :.:l. 
~--'he chi-square vnlu<.: \Jl.:.:J 3o /J:2{ o This is not uignificant. 
For School ~. 
The cl~i-.st;,unre value u.;u; .'.11.1:.3. T;ds i:::; not 3it;nificant. 
For School :J. 
The chi-n<.:.unre value \;e_s 7.213. This is not sicnific<mt. 
For School , '" 
The chi-squ~c value Na:; 1.~a5. This i::.: not oignificant. 
per cent level of crn;i~cnce. 
For Jc'wol 3. 
'Lhc chi-squurc: value ua;:; c;.~:i~~. 
level of confidence. 
For .School Co 
The chi~square vultw t·.'o?.-> 3. 707 o 
For ,;jchool :Je 
For !.ichool :..!:. 
'i.';w chi-squc..;.·.:: w~h.1c 1.'<'-:J :-o.G::;5. 
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This ic just ::.;igni1'icant nt th'-' f.i ve ~1er cent 
This is not ni onL.'i cwnt. 
1':1is is not :::i,_nificant. 
:'hi.'3 ic not .=::l :;nific<:mt. 
fo'or the Conrlcte !.ia111,_llc u;': ··'irst Y<·ar anL~ ;.:'ourth Yc;o1~· GhilJrcn Co1~obinct1. 
ch:i.-sc1uar() tu;tz 1 thnt for ;jchool •. ,, .Jroduc~ll :.:. ve.luc 'hicl~ t·:Q.;:; junt D~10rt of 
:::;icnificwncc nt the five per cent level of conli-..ic11ce. J~notllcr one of tho six 
s::.gni:iicnucc. 
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of ;...C~lOol::; A all<~ ·~. rihi::.; !liL~ clarify m•.ttcr~ to ~or.w o:~teut on it did 0~:10'.1 
c.:;):,JlieJ to bot~1 .School .tl. nnd .Sd10ol J anti tJ:e r~:..;pccti ve scores \J(;:i:"8 I. o 12 anci 
1.1::7. Of course c. linc;;:;.r trend uas not l'enlly e:qwctml ~'fj t!1is t.ot~lJ entail a 
£_rac.lual, orc~creu 9 ilillJroveoent or c.leteriorntion of I ol~. 1 correlating t.ri th an 
or!lorcd succesoion of birth l.tonths fro1.1 5eptez.;'cer to i<U!)UUt o Cnc U.efini te 
uevi.:o.tion from c=.pcctntion by one sub-uge f}rOUiJ could ::_Jrouuce a ::;i{..nificant 
overall chi-.s<,.uarc for the continuency 'i:aiJle, and ~uch n cieviation u1isht SU£;!JCfJt 
that a pul"ticuln:r.- sub-e:Je croup hac.l an auvant<.ue or a l1icaclvP~nict~e with respect 
to intellioence. 
1'he contingency ta-;,Ie of .School A (Fourth Year) shoued a Lli ffurent I.:~. 
disl:ribution for the suL-u~c r~roup vhosc birth months \·.rere J<Uluary to A:rril i a 
diotribution di1'ferent to those of t;le other t\!o sub-aue croups represented in 
the sar,;c continoency table. 'i.'he distribt!iion for thi.;:; su<J-n:.;e ~roup uns near 
normal, t·iherens for the other i\·ro sub-age rroups, the distributions 1·:ere 
negatively sl.:cn'leclo The raean I.~,.. \·Tas also ::;it;ni:.:'icnntly lm'ler. 
It is rather intcref.;ting to note that \·Ji t:1 :.Jchool :J {Fourth Year) 9 the 
chi-square value reacilecl signi.ficance ct the five per cent level of con:i:idence 
r.:a:i.nly because of the contribution of the same sub-a:.:;e crou:;_) 9 na:.1eJ.y January 
to April births, l!owevcr, on this occasion the deviation Has in the opposite 
C:irection. The distribution of I.-~. i'or the s: b-a:.;c £!rou:1 in this continc;ency 
table vas more negatively sl\:m;cJ. th~n the distribution outnin<~tl for the other 
significantly hir;hu1" t!1an the ~.1co.ns of tho ot!H~r tlfl> t.JUIJ-o.cc groU?So 
.:Jci1ool 1~ 
l·ionth of ::Sirth 
Sept. to lJcc. Jan. to •l::.1ril ;.;ny 
Level +O.l;,l;, fJeSe 22 10 
of -1-U.lJ:l:: to ~o.t:/rt 7 15 
I .Q. -o.l,~l:: a.s. 6 9 
School B 
;.;ontl1 of Dirth 
Sept. to Jec. Jan. to April Lo.y 
Level +C.l:,"" So Sa !L.:: 2C 
of +0.1.::( to -C.lJ:I.:: 11 9 










Clc.:_:rly the evidence t·:c h;·ve collectcc.J. :1cre inclicat03 ·;)J;-~t inteiligence 
secr.~s to be evenly di.Gtri buted throughou·~ tl.1.e su o-n~e orrou1m. It StJi.>;.Joi·ts 
the hypot:teois e1at no sn:'o-o~~e rou.> seems to hove Qny auvantu~c tJith res!Jcct 
to intellit;encc. r.:o linear trenC:.s l-Jcrc notell in tl:c data, nnu the tu.:> rela-
tively hig11 chi-square values, ncc:r to t'.1e point of nior:tificance at the :fi vc 
r>cr cent level of confi<lencc, ten<lcd to cnnccl each other out ns 4ecnr-t1:..; 
:1o:>tulw.tin::; a su!~erior or inferior .sub~nge croup. 
In any event ~~ thirty-nine cl•i-s~uare t~8tG nrc ~cinG done in t~is ctctiy 
one l·roulu e:;:pcct t• . ...-o o:'.' thc1.: to r0c.ch t~.K? five ~1e1· c~mt 1 eve). o·c confL._cnce hy 
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.(fourth year) shoulu not be totally unexpected. 
Finally it should be ob~erved that the l.;ost reliable chi-square test uill 
be thu.t in l'lilich the cell fre<Juencie~ are at their hiuhest. That in when the 
total data on the tl"lo variubles beinL exar.1ined is grouped and arranced for 
testing. It is ~1orth noting that ~·1hen this lias actually the case the chi-
square value ~"as lot-I and no-;11i1ere near significance (i.e. 2.18). 
TIE IJM.,;;JTISi~TION OF TIE;; ;.mL:L.'ICN3:1X ... 
i-:ONTI·l CF HL17tl (AND THUS i\.G:S) ANiJ ~TT~Ar: i?LJ\C~;:.:r~T 
This part of the investication is the iuost c1~ucial of all, as it is 
directly concerned uith the main object or tile study. It uill reveal l-Jhether 
children from the different sub~acc arou:)s \'li thin a school year or.ou1~ are 
evenly and randor.1ly di~tributeu throughout the streaJ.Js, or ,.,;lether they are 
unevenly distributed, that is not distrilluted at random. The actual facts of 
tbc ~trerun allocation will be revcalec1 re!Jardless as to \!T'aether these facts 
can be justified or not. 
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If there is a ranc>or.~ allocation to strea~<Js, ancl. if no st:b-a!JC t;rou~l is at 
an advantaoe or a disadvanta e as to stream ~lace;11~nt, then t!1e contingency 
table should produce lm,·, nun-sii:_.nificant, ci1i-sc!uure values. If significant 
values are founu it \·till Su::J:..:est that the children born in the differincc sui)-
a£)e groups are not evenly uistri outed throuuhout the strea111S and that some 
bias is operati!lf!• If so son:e sub-aue r;rot.!lJ, 01~ [l"Oup.s, uill be at an 
advantaoe ,.,i th re£aru to strcar.1 placement, and SOJi:e other, or others, \Jill be 
at a disadvanta:_c. r'l.ny trends in the continoency tables Hill be noted. 'J.'he 
sicni:ficant points are again 9·l!:9 and 13.~3. 
::i th First Year Children. 
For the Total First Ynar .3aJ>;_ple in all Five School.s Combined. 
The chi~squ.:u-e value \'las 37o39· This is hi:;hly significant. 
Ji'or School A. 
The chi~square value was 10.6. This is significant at the five per cent 
level. 
For School B. 
The chi~square value \-las 18.2. This is highly significant, being beyond the 
one per cent level of siunificance. 
For 3chool c. 
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The chi-square value \tas 10.77· This is significant at the five per cent level 
but not the one per cent level. 
r"or School D. 
The chi~square value t'las 14.37- This is significant beyond the one per cent 
level. 
For School E. 
The chi-square value was 2.1L.t. This is clenrly not significant. 
Uith Fourth Year Children. 
For the Total Fourth Year Sample in all Five 3chools Combined. 
The chi~square value was ~.)8. This is not significant at the five per cent 
level of confidence, and it does not even approach it closely. 
I•'or School A. 
The chi-square value \-laS 9.06. This is alr.1ost si~nificant at the five per 
cent level. 
For School B. 
The chi~squure value Has l::.90. This is not si!Jnificant. 
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!lor .School c. 
The chi-s£"Uarc! value v1as ~~.57. This is not significant. 
7or ~chool J. 
The chi-square value \"las ?.65. This is not significant. 
For School ..!.o 
The chi~square value ,-;as 1.3L This is nm·1here near significance. 
' . .'i tlt the exception of one school, School ·.:;:.~ the first year children fror.J 
the different suL-a c oroups do not se~.- to be rando~ly spread throughout the 
strear>lSo 'J.'h~re a~>,:>ears to be SOFlG bi<.cs operating, \d th one of the sutJ~age 
croups bein~ f't an <CLlvanta~e ,.fi t11 respect to strear.' placer.1ent anC: one being at 
C\ disa<.lvantaoe. ':he degree of bic-.s is quite appreci.:..tJle as tuo schools produce 
chi~square values significant at the five per cent level of confidence hrhen 
the relationship betl;reen t-ionth of llirth and Stream Placement is investigated) 
and another two schools produce values significant at the one per cent level of 
confidence. The chi-square value :for the whole first year group i~ sionificant 
at the one per cent level of confidence. An inspection of the contincency tnbles 
having sicnificmnt chi-square values shmts that t~1e trend or bias is ahrays in 
the sa1.1C direction. The first su:1-age groU.i:> tcn<ls to have gree.ter re_!)re?entation 
in the A streer.:s than \;roulu be ~xpected by chance. This first sub-a.oe group 
consists of children born in the :110nth~ Septe:.1ber to ;)ecei.lber inclusive, thct ia 
t~e olciest children in the sru.Jple. Conversely the third sub-a~.e group consisting 
of the yotmfjCst children in the sru-.Jple ~ those born from ~-:ay to August inclusive~ 
tended to have undue representation in the C streams and :relatively poor 
representation in the A strea~s. 
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The contincency table for all the first year chilfu-en cor:bined illu~ 
stre.tes the above mentioned po3ition of trends quite Hell~ and the 
distribution of frequencies is typical of the results noted xor fil~st year 
children in all the sc;10ols except :3chool .:!.o 




Dec. Jan. - April Lay 
-
Aug. 
Stream Place~rtent A 92 62 4:4: 
B 48 6o 71 
c ')F" ••J 40 62 




The overall chi-square value vas 37 .4. 
The trend, ui th a tendency for older c:1ildreP. to be pl.::•ccd in higher 
etreams and younoer children to be placed in !otter streams, can easily be 
seen if the t\io end distributions are exaoined i.e. the distributions of 
stream place111Cnt for those born .':iepter.lber to .Jecember and those born f·iay 
to August. Inspection of the frequencies in the four corn~~r cells of the con-
tingency table, and noting of the contributions of these cells to the overall 
chi~square value, further de~o10nstrates the trend (see the table above). 
The trend can be seen so clearly by inspection that a I·laX\Jell Chi~Oquare 
Trend Analysis hardly seems necessary. Nevertheless this tms done as a 
statistical measure. The outcone \tas thnt the trend described t·Tas highly 
.significant. The results for the contingency table shmm, that is the one 
relClting to the total sar.1ple of first year children from all five schools 
combined, \Jere as follows: 
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Degrees of Freedom Chi~Square Value 
Due to Linear negression 






As the distribution of cell frequencies in the contingency table dealing 
l'li th the total first year srur.ple was so similar to the distributions found in 
the contingency tables dealing l:rith schools A, l:l and D, the f·iaxvell analysis 
voultl be similarly significant for these individual schools. As the obtained 
r-laJn:rell result l:Tas so highly significant it was not deeoed necessary to repeat 
such a similar computation for each individual school. '!'he overall chi~square 
values are more than sufficiently significant and the trenu directions are 
obvious. 
The contingency table for the first year children in School C produced an 
overall chi-square value of 10.76, '"hich ,.,as significant at the five per cent 
level, but the decree and direction of trend was not (!uite so obvious at the 
level of simple inspection. A t·iaxuell test r,;ras therefore carried out and it 
had positive results. The portion of the overall chi-square value due to 
linear re~,ression amounted to 8.288. AllO\"Iing one degree of 1reedom for 
regression this was significant at the one per cent level. Confirmation is 
oiven that the same trend found operating in schools A, B and D is also found 
operating in 5chool C. 
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Although the continr;ency table dealin1 with the first year children in 
'~hool E did not produce a significnnt overall clti-squure value, it is 
possible that there could sti 1.1. be a trend ui thin the table lthich could prove 
to be significant. Sir.iple inspection of the distribution of frcqt1cncies did 
not sugt_;est that this would be so 9 and a statintical chec:~ sho,,red th.::t a 
I' a~~l1cll test could not possibly be significant. 
In a three by tJu~ee contin!;)ency table there are four dcrrecs of freedom 
a:;->propriatc to the overall tnble 9 and the sir;nificancc of tr'lc obtained chi~ 
nquare value i:.; in relation to these degrees of freedol!lo lloh•ever 9 in ns::;cssino 
a trend 1·1ithin a table the flaxwell test estimate::; the portion of the overall 
chi-square value that is due to linear regression. In assessing the signific-
ance of this portion of the chi-square value only one degree of freedoM is 
appropriate. For one degree of freedom a chi-square value of }.8~ is needed 
for significance to be reached at the five per cent level of confidence. 
As the chi-square value for the \·r:1ole table 1-ms only 2. I /,a, it is obvious 
that even if ah:ost all of that ar11ount \·Jan due to linrcnr rcaression it 1~ould 
not be siQnificant. I!1cidentally the com~mted chi-square value ctue to linear 
regression in this to.l>lc l!US only 1.49. This is clearly not ::>ionificnnt. 
In sw.uaarisin£; the position ~\ri th the first ycnr cllildren it can be saicl 
tlut in schools .A 9 B, C and :u, thcee is a definite tendency to rlcce the older 
children iu the UjJpcr strePr.Js and the youncer children in tho lm·:er streams. 
Cnly in School E docs th{Cre seer.• to l>e unbiased allocation to strca!::s, ui th 
the younger children havinf) the same opportunity as tho oltler children of being 
placcc! in a higher strear;:. 
::i th the fourth year children the position of stream placement seems to 
be different to some extent. Children from the different ou~-aGe groups seem 
to be more evenly spread betw~en the streams. The older children do not seem 
to be at such an advantage and the younger children do not seer1 to be at such 
a disadvantage. 
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The contingency table investigating the relationship betlteen month of 
birth and strear.J placencnt for the total fourth year sample produced an overall 
chi~square value of l.l:.3B. This is not significant and it does not even 
approach the five per cent level. Individual schools il and C obtained similar 
non-significant values of ~.93 and 'J:o57 respectively. School E produced the 
particularly lov and non-significant value of 1.3L.:.. The value for 3chool D 
\tas 7. 65 but this is sti 11 \tell short of significance at the five per cent 
level. Only School A produced a chi-square value approaching significance. 
The value was 9.06 and this was just short of significance at the five per 
cent level. 
Inspection of the contingency tables for the Total l"ourth Year Sample, 
School B and School C did not indicate possible significant linear trends, 
except perhaps in the case of School c. Nevertheless, a statistical check 
lti th the i•lrun·rell test \·las carried out for all three tables. As expected no 
significant trends \·!ere foumi for the Total Fourth Year .Sample and for School 
B, and the computed chi-square values due to linear regression were as follows: 
For the 'i'otal Fourth Year Sar1ple 3.1. Not quite significant at the five per 
cent level. 
For School 3, 0 • .?2. Nowhere near significance. 
!:fouever, School C obtained a value of 3.87 l\Thich lHtS just significant at the 
five per cent level, and the direction of the trend indicated that the older 
fourth year children in this school do have a better chance of being placed 
in a higher stream than do the younuer children. There t<'as obviously little 
point in attempting a Naxwell test with School E as the overall chi-square 
value for that contingency table uas nO\·Ihere near sionificance for even one 
degree of freedom. Even if alE10st all the obtained value \;ras due to linear 
regression it still vould not be sir;nificant. 
Schools A and ;) both had overall chi-square valuc-)S lar!je enouoh to make 
a Laxvell test a ncceosary check, al thou~h even lti th these tuo schools 
inspection of the continsency tablus did not readily indicate linear trends. 
For School A a score of 2.059 11as obtained ,.,i th the r.;rumell test. This 
does not reach the five per cent level for one degree of freedom, and it can 
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be concluded that there is no si~nificant linnur trend in this contin:.;ency table. 
School U obtained a score of 0.19 with respect to linear regression and 
this is not-Jhere near sionificance. 
Thus '"i th the :fourth year sample the position is found to be somewhat 
different to that found \'lith the first year sample • .lith the fourth year 
aam!Jle hardly any significant relationship \tas found beh1een month of birth 
and stream vlacement. The contingency tables investigating the relationship 
between these h1o variables were almost all non~significant. None of the over-
all chi~square values, frou the continsency tables dealing ,.,ith the total 
fourth year sru.1ple and all the individual schools 1 \tere found to be signific-
ant. The use of the ~;axwell test only led to the discovery of one significant 
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,linear trend. 'l'hat \tas lti th Jchool C and the o!Jtaincd value only just 
attained significance at the fivE~ per cent level. 
The follm·Jing table sho\IS hov the first year Bru11ple an..; the fourth year 
sample cor;rpare ,.fi th reoart: to the relationshiJ:J betHeen r;,onth of birth and 
strcar.r placement. Cl1i~square values frou the rcspecti ve continuency tables 
are given. For four degrees of freedom values of significance at the five 
per cent level anu the one per cent level are 9.49 and 13.2:· respectively. 
1st Year .Sample 4th Year :.>ample 
School A 10.6 s (5)"' 9.C6 N.D. 
II B ll3.2 s (I)" l:..98 N.S. 
II c 10.77 s (5) 0 '1.:·57 N.s. 0 
II D H~: • .37 s {l)o 7-65 NoSe 
II l!. 2.14 N.S. 1 • .3'.:: N.s. 
Total Year Group 37·39 s (l)o 4 • .38 N.s. 
s (5) Significant at the five per cent level 
s ( 1) II II II one II 
" 
II 
" r l'-1 0 ,._;. Not significant. ;Joes not reach the five per cent level 
0 
.Shous a significant linear trend 
The table readily illustrates the following points: 
1. All the fourth year chi-square values are much lo\ter than 
their counterparts of the first year. This is even true 
for School C which obtains non-significant values for both 
the first year san;:.>le and the fourth year sruolple. This 
suggests a correction to sm,Je extent of the placement bias 
found 11i th the first year sanple. 
< 
2. ::lchool ~ is the only school cor.1pletely unaffected by a 
bins in the placer.1ent of children frow different sub-uge 
groups to the various streams. 
3· i.ichool C \las the only school l1hich shOl.,ed significant bias 
of ple.cement with both the first year children and the 
fourth year children, although the significant trend noted 
in the fourth year only just reacheC: significance at the 
five per cent level. 
Further contrast betueen the first y2ar childrcr>. anu the fourth year 
children in terms of stream placement '"ill be dealt with in the next 
section. 
(For further details relating to this section, see Appendix J) 
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:.t. THE INV~~:..;'.LIGATION OF CliANG::: F.lv1·. li'L~ST Y~AR 1"'0 FOUHTII 
Y~AH, i;'ITll Hi!:.SP:CC'i' TC TH2 JI:5'l\!IBU'J.'ION OF YOUNG 
CHILD:1BN Tll:WUGilCUT 'i'll~ ST:!EAiiS 
It has already been noted that in stream placement at the first year level 
the different sub-age groups are not randomly spread, and a bias seems to operate 
against the youngest chi lciren. !'1t the fourth year level this bias is not so 
obvious and it is not statistically significant. In this section it is aimed to 
r11easure differences behreen the first year and fourth your groups as to this 
bic?.s. It vas originally hypothesised that there vould he no difference, and that 
the pro_rJortions of young children in the various streams l·roulcl be the sa••e for 
both school years. It was particularly thought th2t the proportion of young 
chj.ldren in tJ,c lol":er strear.rs \"JOUl~ be the sarae in fourth year a~ in first year. 
The evidence of tho last section r;u~~1est~ tlK\t the hyrothesis uill not be 
substantiated, but t\'!0 measures uill be adopted to as~es::; uhetlwr, \d th the 
youn~:est child.ren, the proportion.!J in the different stre~u:~s are the s.:u::c for the 
t\JO school years. 
1. For the yocn~.cst suh~a(.ie r_:roup (Lay to :l.uoust birt!1days), the rcl2tionship 
betuccn strcau plncer.1ent an(1 school your (1st year or l1 th year), the 
continoency table 'l.·:aB e.s follot:rs: 
Stream 
A B c 
Year Group First Year 4.4 11 62 177 
Fourth Year 2l. 63 4.2 159 
98 1.)4 104 336 
The overall chi~square value for the table uas /.1: o ,389 • This is not quite 
significant at the five per cent level of cunfidencn. 
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The result ::;uguests that the first year distribution of younJ children 
throughout the :Jtrc.::.J.JS is not statistically different fror,J the fourth year 
ui:c:tribution of young children. HoHevcr, closer inspection of the table shmw 
thnt 1 al tlJough tiK! i>roportions in the three first yl!ar cells ere not so uidcly 
dif:ferent from the proportions in the three foUJ·th Y• ar cells iu terr.1s of plus 
or minus, the ilistribu-::.ions for the t\m school ycnr~ nre c~uitc different. There 
is a reversal of trend frOi.J firot ycnr to fourth year. Of the children unc.1er 
consit1eration, that i.s the youn~est sub-a._.e grou_?, more >Jere ~l.:1ced in C streams 
than in fl. strearr1s at the first yC'nr level. At the fourth yenr level l!lore vcre 
J.:laceu in i\ strea1118 than in C .sJ~:rear~s. ':.'his rcve:.;al of trend is '!ui te definite, 
and it is certainly possible tiJnt the t~.1Jle could contain a siunificnnt chi~ 
sqllare value due to linear regression. 
ilccordingly, a i la:niTell Chi -Sq uore Trend lmnlysis '~as done t·Ji th res1>ect to 
the t;;:IJle and a si£mificant result ttas obtained ttith respect to linc~ar regression. 
The sub-division of the chi~square value for t~1c table was as follous: 
;Jegrecs of Freedom Chi-Square Value 
Due to Linear Regression 1 L376 s. 
Uue to Li.e1Ja:rctui"e from Linear "J • t.c~;ressJ.on 1 0.013 N.S. 
Overall Value 2 4.389 f>? o So 
This shous th:\t the linear regre.ssion in the table is :JiQnificant and this means 
that the first year and fourth year diati"ibutions can be reoarded as different. 
Undoubtedly a chan!}e secus to h2.vc occurred by fourth year tfi th res!JCCt to the 
distrH.>t1tion of younger children throughout the Vc>.rious streams. 
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.2. A second measure \tas adopteu to asses~ any possible chanses in stream 
allocation fro''' first year to fourth year \:lith respect to the youn~est 
sub-age group. 
This measure vas a short series of tests of proportions. 
a. The first test of proportions vas bchreen the first year youngest sub-age 
group children in stream A and the fourth year youn~est sub-age group 
children in stream A. 
As the children in the fourth year sru.aple are not the same children t-Jho 
appear in the first year sana!Jle the appropriate test vill be a test of difference 
betlieen uncorrelated proportions. The formula suguestcG by Fisher (1950) lias 
used for this test. The formula is as follo\;rs: 
pl - p2 
z = 
(Nl + N2) where p = Nl pl -<- N2 P2 p q ( ) N."' N2 ( Nl N2 ) 1 
and where q = 1 - p 
'.i'he test gives a score which can be interpreted in terms of the standard 
measurement z, appropriate to large nor~CJal sa1.1plcs. 
The result of the first test t-ras a Z of 1.90. This is just about significant 
at the five per cent level of confidence, the required value being 1.96. This 
suggest~ that the proportion of young children placed in the A streams differs 
between first year and fourth year. 'l'he proportion of young children in A 
strear..s in first year is 0.2l.~:06 anu the proportion of young children iri A steams 
in fourth year is 0.3396. The difference between these proportions is just about 
significant at the five per cent level. 
b. The same test was applied to the proportion of youngest sul>~aoe group 
children placed in 3 streams in first year as against the proportion 
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of them plnced in ~ streaos in fourth year. 
For this test a ~ value of 0.09 lofas oiJtained. This is obviously not at all 
significant. The t'tio proportions for young children in the D strea111s of first 
year antl fourth year ltere O.'±Ol and 0.396 respectively. These are r.ruch the same, 
certainly not significantly different. 
Of cow·se, if a bias is operating at ei thcr first year level or fourth year 
level, or both, it ,.,ill not Le apparent by the exaroiination of the proportions in 
the G streaus, anr.l contrastin~ the first year and fow·th year with resvect to the 
l'roportions of younu children in the l3 streams will illustrate little. If a sub-
group is being w1dervalued or overvalued in so1.1e ltay, and proportions are the 
measurement criteria, it ,.,.ill IJe the proportions found at the ends of the 
distribution that l1ill provide the iro1portant evidence. 
Thus in contrasting the tvo school y(~ar groups ,.,i th regard to the propor-
tions of young children in the various streams, it \"Jill be to the II. and C streams 
that we will look to obtain our main evidence. 
c. The saiole statistical test vas ap,~lied to the proportion of young children 
plc.ced in C streams in first year es against the proportion of young 
children !>laced in C strealils in fourth year. 
For this test a Z value of 1.39 uas obtained. This does not reach the 
five per cent level of confidence and it could be said that the p:t"oportions of 
young children in the C streams of first year and fourth year are not signific-
antly different. The actual proportions ,.-ere 0.35 and C.203 for :fir~t year and 
fourth year ruspecti vely. llOl·~ever, the probability of such ~ differeuce betl-.recn 
proportions (one direction or the other) bein9 obtained hy ch<.lnce il> only abol!t 
eighteen in a hum~eu, unc; the i)robability that the dif:fe1:-ence llill opera~ 
one c:rpected or prerlj.cted direction to 5UC~1 an extent is only nine in a 
!ttunclreu. 
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The difference in IJrOportionG is only just about siunificant beh:cen the 
first yeal- A streat;Js end the fourth year i\. streaws, (i.e. the pro;:Jortion of 
younger children in these strcar.•s), and the C::ifference in vroportionn beh.reen 
the first year ~ strcat.Js anti tlu~ fourth year C 5trear.JS docs not reach signific-
ance. :Iouever, one vital point wust not be overlooked. That is the fact that 
a contrasting study revealed not only differences in pro:portions irou one year 
to another, but also a change as to t-Jhich had tlw larger and sr.laller proportions. 
The two school years ~·Jere contrasted and the follo\·lin:] points Here noted. 
At first year level the .·, strea1.1s contained the smaller proportion of young 
chil<.lren, but at ~th year level the A streans contained the larger !Jroportion 
of young children. 
~7i th the C stream contrast the converse uas noted. 
ii.t first year level the C streams contained the larger pro:tJortion of young 
chil<.lren, l>ut at fourth y~az:. level the C streaws contained the smaller pro~ 
portion of young children. 
Por the youngest su~-aae group the frequencies pertainin~, to school year 














It can be seen that at first year level 44 children fron the sub-group of 177 
~•ere foun(~. to be in A streams as co101pared to 62 out of 177 in C strcar.1s. 1\.t 
fourth year level 54 out of 159 were found in i1 streaus as corn:rnre<.l ui th 4:2 
out of 159 in \.,. streams. 
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1';:-o;-:: Oil::' oc:;ool y:~.:.r to cnothcr ~ the :i'.:-.ct tlK<t t~•c1·c :i .... a rcvcr.sc.l of t~1c 
(from t~1e ymm:_:<:!.st ;mb-.::~c ~ ro';.1;:1) ~1lacecl in ci t;.cr CU1 A or <:: C strcnu were 
ccnsicleretl us t~" bn::;ic crou::_:~ for co:pari.son 9 :;;ignif'icant pE"opoirt.:innaJ. 
diffcrencco ucrc founu betuecn firGt yec.J." emu :fot<rth :·r ur. t.t fir:.:,t ycc.r 
level c.l!-1)2 of this £TOU:!.J \Jere in 1\ .st:·ea:.:.s unc<, o: cour.se, C .5~/~C \:ere in C 
nificnnt c.t the fi vc ,)Cl:' cent level of' con!'it;:l:!;lcc. 
ThG cvi; ·.C:ncc n0ovc o::: the noted cii f:Zcrcncus unu cho.n~;es in pro,,Jortiono, 
(Fo:~.· ::'ullc~· IJtGtistic.:l 
lll 
. F. 
In contrasting the different schools and noting differences beh1een them 
the follo\-:inc observations uere 1.1ade: 
1. The mean I.Q; s. of the tllO schools Yl!1ose pupils vcre r.tainly considered to 
!Je of hioh socioeconomic backoround (.:ichools A and 13) vere sionificantly 
liigher than the means of the three other schools. 'l'he pupils o:f the 
thr.ee other schools '"ere cle1s::;ifiod as bein(J 1:1ainly of avcril!':O {School C)~ 
anc; bclou avera gc {Schools !) and ,~), sociocconot·ric backarot:.nd. This result 
uns 1ororc or less m:pcctcr1 but the anount of difference \las pcrhn:':ls a little 
~urprinin(J• Un toth tests, r.;.u.T. (l'ic I) and i·:.rl. 77, t~1c differe;1ce \·J3.S 
e~~coptionnlly lli~h to tllc ortl<:r of lL r •. _. :·Joints. It Fa:.; intcrcstiP.U to 
note t~at tha sd1ool considere~ to b~ of nverage socioecono~ic background, 
School C, scored no better thE'.n the tl·.o schools considered to be of I.Jclou 
&verH!:JC socioeconomic baclcoround. This school vas also tJ.-.ought to be the 
most homogeneous m th respect to bacl<:ground but, in fact, it had much the 
same standard deviation of I o·-,;o as the t\·10 sc:10ols of high .socioeconomic 
background. There lias a slight tendency for tile schools of lo\'1 sociocconoulic 
background to obtain slig:ltly larger standard deviations of r.:~. tllan those 
obtained by t:1c schoolG of hioi1er socioecon01·dc background. 
2. L7ith respect to streaming, tl:() allocation of c:1ildrcn to three f;l"O"..ll1S in 
terms of ability, it is clcnr thnt all schools uere actunlly operating this 
oysteu. The :;.·csul to of the i:nvestigation t-lhich cxur'lincu the relationship 
between r ...• <.:.."!.( ctrcnr.l :!)lnce;Jcnt shoved t:lat tlle childl·e:l, in ocnm-.:!1, es 
a nroL.;,l, uere ;)Gin~ strenncd. There -;;1ere no cl.iffcrcnccu bctucrm the schools 
\·•it'l rcs:r;>ect to this. 
li CHCCo 
t;u; ycungc.:: c'.::i ldren bein! dispro~-:ortiunotely .::.llocr:tcC.: to tl e lm:cr ntrear.IS. 
Th~.s tendency \·Ja;s clear and r.lc?:i ni te for .Schools A, ~ C and D, but it was 
not present in .School ~. It \JOald o.ppcilr th..<t in ::cLo~l .G croata· s!.:ill ha<l 




9iffercnt scb-ac;e groupn tltrouahout the st:ceau'; uas not Bvcn, O.IH.l tbut ol·ler 
cllilC:.ren tenrlec1 to be mo:l·e rcadi'!y ~>luced in h.i(Jher .streni!G, uith younger c:tilc.ren 
bein: 1 r;10re readily ~Jlncecl in louer :;treru;•s. 
l'hus \:e 1 Ji~]ht c~·nclude "i:hnt t;ll': t"iif:':erences betueen the schools l1i t:1 rcunrd 
to .strear1 _1lr.cemcnt \'!ere as follo11s. ~chool :~ di.stributcu t".1e chilrJxcn from the 
uiffeA:"ent !3Ub~a: e urOUJ:1S evenly throughout the StreaLIS for bot·~ ti1C first year 
ami the foui·th year. I~o bias for or aaain~t olcicr or younger chilclren seer::cd to 
o1>erate at all. Schools i'l., ;J an<.~ D di<A not Gt.•.ou an even distribution at the 
first year level but they did sec1a to have rcli:~ti vcly even distributions by 
fourth year. School C seemed to operate a biased allocation at fir.st year level 
and to maintain this bias into the fourth ye€<1". Surprisingly thi~ \1nS the school 
of the heact.ru:Jter ltho \tas lilo~t receptive to the idea of non-strcamino. 
An irr1plied dif:fcrcnce between the schools iili!]ht be that Schools t~~ '3~ U 
and also ;!:, managed to maintain a !:enuine rnobi li ty bet11ecn streams, but that 
School C did not manage this to a sufficient ciegree. i.lobili ty bebmcn strenms 
uould allot;r the bright younger children in tile lm;rer streaiitS to r.Jovc to hiohcr 
streams as t:1c)• matured anti dreu level wi ti1 their older colleatiUcs. It uoulcl 
also allou dull oldeR" children to revert to louer strBams vhen they l:ere oveR"tal~en. 
Althouch mobility bet\teen strear•;s is an ioplieu difference behlBen school:3 it 
is the r.:oct reasonable cxl-,lanation to account for the evidence. Lobility bctueen 
the strcar.1s coulc.:. account for the ~i3tribution chanoes noted at the fourth year 
level. 
5· ~"i th rc::iaru to the placerMmt of children :fror~; the youn _est su'J-a. e ~roupo 
in C st•-ear.Js the follol·.'inSJ ~JrOlJox-tions for t.b.o dif:Zcrcnt schools uerc not::::c~: 
J·.t fi.:.·s·(. Y('<T lovc:l '.:;c~wol j~ c.L.::2 
II B ~ .i::l 
II ,... 0. 2.l:.: .... 
II ;) UoJ9 
II '. ~ c.:;c 
The :_:>rO!JOlr'tions for !.ichoolz c anc li arc lml0r than the ~JrO~Jortionn foA"' ... ,chools 
i., :J anc.! · )7 but in t 1.1c cuso of: '.Jchool C tl:is wa.u merely becnu~;o tbe : cLl:JS wc..u 
very small, fourteen pu::,Jils in all. Thil.l uns a rec1cd.ial !:}rou~) o:f fourteen com~ 
bincd tli t~1 a secontl year re~'Jedi~•l grou~ of fourteen, I.Ja!cinu a junior rel'ledial 
class of twenty-eight. This meant tll.:!t only a st<w.ll pro~Jortion of t:1.e youngest 
:::m:J~age t;roup ~ be pl.:.•.ced in that form. 





II •.. ,, 0.2? 
The pro!lOrtion for Jchool C is si<Jnificautly higher than t:.1c propo~tiont;; fo;.· the 
other schools. This is to be expected uhcn it is rcr.JembeY"cd tltat Sci)ool C llus 
the only school found to maintain a bic.s aaainnt the younoest children at the 
fourth year level. 
It c&n also be seen that Schools A, ~\ J and. E nll reduced tA~e ~H·opor.tion o'£ 
young chil~ren in the C strea11: fron year one to year four, but School C uctually 
increased its proportion from first year to fourth year. 
School D hns & lmter proportion than any other ~chool ut fourth year level, 
but this is not too rclia~lc a result us t:w total fl·cr.:_uencic.:u :Cor that ~c:.1ool 
vi th respect to the youn:,.cst su'b-i.l~:c cro·;.,p in fourt;l year only co1 .• c to nineteen. 
(for fuller. uatn GCC f>p;:JendiJt i/) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The most reliable conclusions in a social science study are those based 
on hypotheses agreed on at the outset. Investigations are organised in such 
a way that the main questions to be asked are posed in the form of null 
hypotheses, which the subsequent evidence \rill either accept or reject. When 
at all possible the acceptance or rejection will depend on a statistical 
evaluation being made in accordance with generally accepted standards and 
limits of confidence. 
Accordingly for the main conclusions of this study one must turn to the 
null hypotheses postulated before the manipulation of any data. 
At the expense of perhaps giving the impression of repetition in the 
write up of this study it ,.,as decided that it would be to the readers' 
advantage to have the null hypotheses re-stated as they are discussed. 
The first null hypothesis was as follows. 
That, in general, as a group, the first year junior school children in 
the sample were NOT streamed. That is the allocation to class groups was 
random, and not according to ability. 
The statistical evidence opposing this statement t'las so overwhelming 
that the null hypothesis must be rejected. High chi-square values \"Jere 
obtained for all schools on the relationship between I.Q. and stream place-
ment, and the trend in all contingency tables ,.,.as for bright children to be 
placed in A streams and dull children to be placed in C streams. 
The second null hypothesis t·ras similar to the first but this time it 
applied to the fourth year sample instead of the first year sample. 
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Again the evidence opposing the hypothesis was overwhelming and it must 
be rejected. Exceptionally high chi-square values were obtained and the 
same trends were noted. 
t-lithout doubt both the children of the first year sample and the fourth 
year sample had, in general, been streamed. 
The third null hypothesis t:ras as follO\ors. 
That there is an even distribution of intelligence throughout the sub-
age groups of first year junior school children in the sample, and that no 
birth months have a significant advantage t·rith respect to intelligence. 
The statistical evidence was overwhelming in support of the null 
hypothesis, and the hypothesis must be accepted trithout reservations. The 
contingency tables testing the relationship between the variables of I.Q. 
and month of birth gave low chi-square values, shoto~ing that there is no 
significant relationship bet\oreen the bro. 
The fourth null hypothesis was similar to the third but on this occasion 
the children being referred to are fourth year rather than first year 
children. 
On balance the statistical evidence gives support to the null hypothesis, 
certainly sufficiently for the hypothesis to be accepted rather than rejected. 
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There \"Jas a small amount of evidence from two schools that perhaps intelligence 
may not be evenly distributed throughout the sub-age groups or the months of 
birth. Ho~;rever, on closer inspection (see the discussion in the results 
section) the evidence from the two schools tended to cancel out. In any case 
the greatest part of the evidence relating to this fourth year investigation 
of I.Q. level and month of birth gave support to the null hypothesis, and it 
is because of this the said hypothesis is accepted. 
The fifth null hypothesis v1as as follov1s. 
That, incidentally, there does not seem to be any overall relationship 
bet\·Jeen month of birth and intelligence. That is no birth months have a 
significant advantage with respect to intelligence. 
This hypothesis was postulated as it could be incidental to the main 
study without introducing complications, and it could be a useful addition 
to the evidence accumulated on this subject. (i.e. evidence accumulated by 
other research workers in other studies.) 
The evidence obtained again gives great support to the null hypothesis, 
and again it is accepted with confidence. 
The sixth null hypothesis \·tas as follotJS. 
That there is no significant relationship between month of birth (and 
thus age) and stream placement in the first year junior school sample, and 
that there is no tendency for the older children to be placed in higher 
streams, and the younger children to be placed in lower streams. 
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The overall evidence is such that the null hypothesis must be rejected, 
but ,~th some reservation. Four of the five schools did produce significant 
relationships between the t\10 variables month of birth and stream placement 
and these four all exhibited the tendency to place the older children in the 
higher streams and the younger children in the lower streams. However, one 
school did not produce a significant relationship between the variables and 
did not show the tendency mentioned. 
Thus although the null hypothesis is rejected, and although the 
indications are that biased stream placement related to age is general, it 
is noted that such bias is not unavoidable. 
The seventh null hypothesis was similar to the sixth, only on this 
occasion the school year group being referred to is the fourth year not the 
first year. 
The overall evidence concerned with the seventh null hypothesis is such 
that the hypothesis can be accepted. 
In the fourth year the relationship bebreen month of birth and stream 
placement is not significant and it only nearly approaches significance in 
one school. The tendency to place older children in the higher streams and 
younger children in the lo~rJer streams is not so obvious, and in only one 
school out of the five is there any evidence for this trend. 
\·lith the fourth year sample it would appear that the children from the 
different sub-age groups are randomly spread throughout the streams, and the 
older children no longer seem to be at an advantage as regards stream place-
ment and the younger children no longer seem to be at a disadvantage. 
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The eighth null hypothesis was as follows. 
That the distribution throughout the three streams, of children from the 
youngest sub-age group, will be similar for the two school year groups involved, 
that is for the children of the first year sample and the children of the fourth 
year sample. 
The evidence pertaining to this null hypothesis was such that the 
hypothesis was rejected. 
A change seems to have occurred by fourth year with respect to the distrib-
ution of younger children throughout the various streams. Detailed examination 
of a contingency table dealing with the distributions of the two school years 
showed that they were different. The table showed a significant trend. This 
trend actually indicated a reversal of the biased form of stream placement from 
first year to fourth year. 
Consideration of the proportions of younger children from each year group 
in the respective streams A, B and C produced further evidence for the rejection 
of the null hypothesis. The proportions from one year to another remained much 
the same with stream B, but \dth streams A and C there were changes beyond 
expectation. At first year level more children were placed from the youngest 
sub-age group in C streams than in A streams, and this difference was quite 
appreciable. However, at fourth year level not only had the proportions evened 
out but it was actually found that more children from this group were placed in 
A streams than in C streams. 
The overall evidence thus definitely rejects the eighth null hypothesis. 
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Having accepted or rejected the null hypotheses it is now possible to 
discuss the implications involved. Further conclusions may be obtained in a 
logical manner rather than in the empirical manner used in accepting or 
rejecting the null hypotheses. 
From the study of the first year sample and the appropriate null hypotheses 
we have obtained the following main facts. 
1. That children, in general, are being streamed, that is grouped according 
to ability. 
2. That month of birth and level of I.Q. are not significantly related, and 
that no birth months have any advantage, or superiority, with respect to intell-
igence. 
As points one and two above are established it follo1:rs that all sub-age 
groups should be randomly distributed throughout the streams. If this is not 
the case the streaming is inefficient and possibly unjust, \rith probably 
inadequate assessment of ability at the original streaming being at fault. If 
any sub-age group is disproportionately represented in any stream this will 
indicate bias. 
Our third main finding from the study of the first year sample was as 
follOI:/So 
3· Children from the different sub-age groups are not randomly distributed 
throughout the streams, and a disproportionate number of children from the 
youngest sub-age group are placed in the C streams. 
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The conclusion from this must be that streaming, or grouping according to 
ability, is inefficient at the first year level, and that there is a bias 
operating in favour of the older children and against the younger children. 
The questions now arise as to whether streaming remains inefficient and 
whether it retains its bias. 
The answers to these queries, in terms of the present project, are to be 
found in the study of the fourth year sample. A study of the null hypotheses 
relating to the fourth year sample showed the following points to be true. 
1. That children, in general, are being streamed in terms of ability. 
2. That month of birth and I.Q. level are not significantly related, and that 
no birth months have any advantage with respect to intelligence. 
Again, as the above points are established, it follows that all sub-age 
groups should be randomly distributed throughout the streams, and no sub-age 
group should be disproportionately represented in any stream. If this is not 
so it can be assumed that the streaming is still inefficient at the fourth 
year level, and that the bias is still operating. 
However, the third main finding from the study of the fourth 1ear sample 
was as follows. 
3. Children from the different sub-age groups are randomly distributed 
throughout the streams, and that no sub-age group is disproportionately 
represented in any stream. 
The conclusion from this must be that streaming, or grouping according to 
ability, is efficient at the fourth year level, and that much of the bias oper-
ating against the younger children has been eliminated. 
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A comparison study between the school year groups, and relating to the 
eighth null hypothesis, supports this last point. 
Thus the main conclusions of the study must be that, although the 
streaming tends to be inefficient at the first year level, and although at this 
level the younger children seem to be at a disadvantage, by the time the fourth 
year level is reached the streaming is quite efficient, and the bias against 
the younger children seems to have disappeared. 
The reason for the above noted change can only be implied, but the most 
reasonable assumption seems to be that there has been sufficient mobility 
between the streams in the intervening years. Bright younger children who 
' 
were placed in streams below their appropriate potential will have had the 
opportunity to move up to higher streams, and, of course, some of the older 
children, who were perhaps over-estimated at first year level, ~rill have moved 
to lower streams. 
It should be pointed out that the study also gives sufficient evidence to 
show that inefficient streaming can continue right through to the fourth year 
of the primary school, and that the bias against younger children can persist. 
This was demonstrated for one of the five schools, and it should serve as a 
warning against rigid streaming with lack of movement from one stream to 
another. 
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C.ne f:i_n:::.l conclusion fr::li.l the ;o;tuc'.y ic t:-,_;;.t it EJcc:·.l:J :s>ocsible to eliminate 
bias, and to stream efficiently at the outset, if .sufficient careful fileusures 
nrc taken, albeit thece mcc.::a.<res be lc.r~ely subjective. Thi;::; t!c.s 
demonutr?-::cc1 in tl":e C<'.3e of one school in the sc.r.1~1le ~ t'.nd th6 :?Oint ':JCIG 
o..:_):_1rcciP.t:JJ \"!hen difference.s hct•.Jeen .schoolc L'erc noted. 
-Strictly s~e:1.kinr; the conclusions derived from the study c,re on\; 
<\;_)~)lico.ble to t:.1e ctudy Dr-JJ:_;le 1 o.nd, ':Jith D. tich decree of conritl.ence 1 
to s:i.mil:J.r Go.ll,ulc:-:: such c.s could be fotmd in the .i.ndustrio.J. tm·nlG of 
l•J orth-:~::- ut Enc;lond. 
HmJOver, c..~ the ctv.C'.y s::.mpJ.e i:;; lo.r;;e, :--11d 2..c3 it c.:>ntc.in:.o ::. fc.irlJ •.:ic'.e 
cross section of oocio.l utr<..~tc., the conclu;::;ions ere :;:robt·.bl~· .:x._)_;_;lic.'1'ulc to, 
nnd the result::.; ty:)ico.l of, uost indu.strial ccnd urbc.n c.ret::·.s 1:1here 
tr2.ditione..l stl'eer."lin::; is 0:._1crc.tine;. Cne wu::.;t o.voiu r;cnerc.li.:;inc; beyont'. 
the dc:·.tt'., but come r;uarc~ed ;::;eneraJ. inferences a:wuld be r~rc.m, .:mel some 
possiule 2;ener<..·.l indicc.tiono should be noted, froi'I a s~uCl.y of this tylKlo 
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A General Discussion 
This study aimed to investigate the relationship of month of birth to stream 
placement in the primary school, and in particular it aimed to study the 
possibility that some of the younger children of a school year age group may be 
underestimated in a traditional streaming system. 
Younger children may be underestimated in non-streamed schools if teachers 
do not make allowances for age differences. However, the underestimation is 
more formal and obvious if it happens in a streaming system. In a non-streamed 
school an underestimated child may not be fully aware of the estimation made 
about him and he can still set his level of aspiration at the higher standards 
of the group. The underestimated child who is placed in a C stream can hardly 
fail to note the estimation made of him, and he no longer has high standards in 
front of him. Thus it is underestimation in the streamed system in which we 
are interested. In particular the study is concerned with the underestimation 
of young children as it is probably they who are most at risk. 
The study does not set out to oppose or support streaming. It is merely 
trying to ascertain whether month of birth is significantly connected with 
streaming, and if in particular the streaming tends to formalise any under-
estimation of the younger children. It seeks to assess whether the mere 
accident of month of birth is a factor involved in determining streaming, and 
it aims to question the validity of this if established. Streaming as a 
concept or practice is not being opposed, but the danger of unjust underestimation 
because of age is underlined. One of the dangers of streaming a school year 
group is assessed as scientifically as possible. The study is successful in so 
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far as it does show that the younger children are at risk to some extent, 
certainly at the first year junior school level. However, it is quite 
encouraging that the study does also show that, if streaming is not too rigid, 
and if there is sufficient mobility between streams, the younger children will 
not be underestimated and unfairly placed at the end of their primary school 
career. 
As it is desired that the project should not be too unwieldy, only the 
one aspect of streaming is closely studied, that being the relationship of 
age or month of birth to streaming. However, this does not mean that other 
aspects of streaming are not considered to be important. Social background as 
a variable influencing stream placement is appreciated together \rlth such 
factors as cultural support, position in the family, size of the family, 
previous attendance at a nursery school, absence from school during the 
critical infant period, and quality of teaching and stability of staffing in 
the infant school. These factors are all recognised as having an influence 
on the stream placement of any child. However, in this project little account 
could be taken of them and no experimental control could be implemented. It 
is submitted that this is not so important for the present study and that lack 
of control of these variables does not invalidate the study. It is reasonably 
assumed that the influence of these variables will be randomly spread through 
all age groups, and to a great extent through all school and class groups, 
although it has been recognised that the general socioeconomic backgrounds 
of the various schools will have some effect and perhaps help to produce inter-
school differences. 
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The possible effects that streaming can produce are also appreciated, 
particularly social and psychological effects. These effects were discussed 
fully in an earlier section of this study, the section reviewing the literature 
on streaming. This study was not designed to measure these effects, but 
because this was not done the conclusion should not be reached that there is 
a lack of appreciation of their importance. The reason why such effects were 
not measured is that the finite limits of the study enforced a strict discipline 
of approach, with a concentration on the main aim of the study. However, it 
was noticed ~hat one possible serious effect did not manifest itself in this 
study. This is the effect noticed by Douglas (1964) that there can be a 
differential effect on the I.Q. because of streaming. Placement in an A stream 
tends to assist the further development of intelligence with a corresponding 
rise in I.Q., whereas placement in a C stream tends to hinder development with 
a corresponding fall in measured scores. If this had operated to any great 
extent the disproportionate number of older children who were placed in 
A streams would have improved their I.Q. ratings, and the disproportionate 
number of younger children who were placed in C streams would have deteriorated 
in their I.Q. ratings. This would have had the overall effect of producing 
differences in the I.Q. distributions of the two groups, with a higher 
distribution of scores coming from the older children. This did not happen 
despite the fact that the verbally loaded test at fourth year would suit those 
who had received early verbal stimulation in the atmosphere of an A stream. 
At first year level the oldest sub-age group (September to December births) 
obtained a mean I.Q. of 112.1 as compared to the mean I.Q. of 111.8 for the 
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youngest sub-age group (May to August births) (Test M.H.T. Pic. I.) 
At fourth year level the oldest sub-age group obtained a mean I.Q. of 104.1· 
as compared to the mean I.Q. of 104.3 for the youngest sub-age group. (Test 
M.H.77.) None of these differences are at all significant. No I.Q. difference 
could be demonstrated between the two sub-age groups although the oldest sub-
age group had been exposed to relatively more A stream influence, at least 
during the early junior school stage, than had the youngest sub-age group. 
Also, of course, the lowest sub-age group had been exposed to more C stream 
influence than had the oldest sub-age group. 
Perhaps the bad effects of streaming are not so disastrous as the 
opponents of the system would have us believe, but it is probably true to say 
that flexibility is necessary if streaming is to be implemented. This flex-
ibility should be threefold. 
1. In the general approach to the problem. Different forms of streaming 
should be investigated and assessed tofi th respect to advantages and 
disadvantages. Different forms of streaming may suit different circumstances, 
and, with this in mind, controlled experimentation should be carried out. 
Perhaps even uncontrolled local experimentation may help to achieve a flexible 
approach to the whole question of streaming. Experimental work coUld be 
attempted with the idea of unstreaming for the first two years of the 
junior school career, streaming only being introduced in the third and 
fourth year. 
There could also be experimental work on the Plovrden (1967) suggestion 
that two parallel forms could be introduced to replace the present A and B 
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streams but that the traditional C stream should continue as a slower learning 
group. This is something of a compromise attempting to "get the best of both 
1r1orlds. 11 
2. Flexibility in terms of allocation procedures. The allocation should not 
merely be based on an attainment level at a particular point in time. There 
should also be regard for ability, all0\11ance for age, and consideration of 
previous opportunity to acquire certain academic standards. A more 
comprehensive and flexible approach is needed, taking account of all factors 
and all relevant information. 
3. There should also be flexibility in terms of movement bet\11een the streams. 
The present study seems to give support to the idea that if mobility between 
streams is maintained some of the disadvantages of streaming can be offset. 
These points should be considered at all administrative levels when future 
policy on streaming in the primary school is discussed. 
New forms of primary school organisation are being tried out at the moment. 
For example the family grouping in some infant departments, where siblings of 
several years age difference are in the same class, and intraclass grouping 
in unstreamed primary schools. The intraclass grouping system has operated for 
a while in some schools in the U.S.A. Frandsen (1961) suggests that the sub-
groups may be involved in different subjects or they may work at different 
levels of abstraction. The children in a group may have similar or complementary 
abilities. Occasionally each child may select whichever group he wishes to join, 
and it is thought that social as well as academic needs should be considered 
when groups are arranged. 
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These forms of organisation, together tilth such ideas as open plan schools 
with no rigidly defined classrooms, will undoubtedly have some influence on 
streaming in the future, but at present these systems are in the experimental 
stage. 
V/ithout doubt tt'IO barriers to the development of further unstreaming in 
the primary schools are the present size of primary school classes, and the 
short supply of high calibre teachers trained to deal with the extra intricacies 
of organisation and method necessary for success \i.ith the unstreamed group. 
Perhaps the day tdll arrive when the teacher \rTill have a relatively small 
class enabling more time to be spent with small groups and individuals. The 
time may also come when the teacher \rrlll be relieved of time wasting clerical 
activities, and when he or she \rrlll be aided to some extent by mechanical 
teachers in the form of programmed teaching machines. Unstreaming may then 
become more practicable and acceptable to all, but until then streaming 
procedures \rill still be \'lidely used. 
It is thus sensible to examine the dangers which can beset the present 
traditional system of streaming in the primary school. In this study an 
attempt has been made to underline one of those dangers. This was the danger 
that stream placement and month of birth can be significantly related, \'lith 
older children within a school year group being at an advantage and younger 
children being at a disadvantage. It may be a source of surprise and relief 
to some that, although this danger was clearly demonstrated in this study, 




The investigation of the I.Q. Variable 
The I~eanEJ and Standard Deviations 
I-Ii th First Year Children - test used being rll.H·.T. (Pic I). 
The Total First Year Sample in all Five Schools Combined 
,!...Q.. 
129.5 - 139· 5 
119. 5 - 129 • 5 
109·5 - 119.5 
99·5 - 109.5 
89.5 - 99.5 
79-5- 89.5 
69.5 - 79·5 
59·5 - 69.5 









5 Total = 504 
The standard deviation = 15.69. 
School A (High socioeconomic background) 
b.& 
129-5 - 139.5 
119-5- 129.5 
109.5 - 119.5 
99·5 - 109.5 
89.5- 99·5 
79·5- 89.5 
69.5 - 79·5 









0 Total = 103 
The mean I.Q. = 117.219. The standard deviation = 13 
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School B (High socioeconomic background) 
I.Q. 
129.5 - 139.5 
119.5 - 129.5 
109-5- 119-5 
99· 5 - 109.5 
89.5 - 99· 5 
79-5 - 89.5 










1 Total = 104 
The mean I.Q. "" 115.75. The standard deviation = 13.63 







19· 5 - 89.5 
69.5 - 79-5 









1 '11otal = 90 
The mean I.Q. = 107.83. The standard deviation= 14.54 
School D (Lo"1 socioeconomic background) 
~ Frequencies 
129.5 - 139.5 6 
119.5 - 129.5 18 
109.5 - 119.5 21 
99·5- 109.5 27 
89.5- 99-5 14 
79-5- 89.5 1 
69.5 - 79·5 6 
59-5 - 69.5 1 Total = 100 
The mean I. Q. = 107. The standard devUrtion = 15.87 
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School E (Low socioeconomic background) 
.!..&. 
129.5 - 139· 5 
119.5- 129.5 
109-5- 119.5 
99-5 - 109.5 
Frequencies 
89.5 - 99· 5 
79-5 - 89-5 
69.5 - 19· 5 








2 Total = 107 
The mean I.Q. = 106.089. The standard deviation = 16.8 
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Ui th Fourth Year Children - test used being l·l.H.77 
The Total Fourth Year Sample in all Five Schools Combined 
.!:& 
139.5 - 149· 5 
129.5 - 139.5 
119.5 - 129.5 
109.5 - 119.5 
99·5- 109.5 
89.5 - 99·5 
79·5 - 89.5 
69.5- 79·5 










10 Total = 490 
The mean I.Q. = 103.601. The standard deviation= 17.98 
School A {High socioeconomic background) 
.!:.9.:. 
139.5 - 149·5 
129.5 - 139.5 
119.5 - 129.5 
109.5 - 119.5 
99.5 - 109.5 
89.5 - 99-5 
79-5 - 89.5 
69.6 - 79·5 










1 Total = 105 
The mean I.Q. = 109.7. The standard deviation= 16.39 
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School B (High socioeconomic background) 
.!.:..9.:. 
139-5- 149-5 
129.5 - 139-5 
119.5 - 129.5 
109.5 - 119.5 
99-5-109.5 
89.5 - 99-5· 
79-5- 89.5 
69.5 - 79-5 










1 Total 105 
The mean I.Q. = 109.76. The standard deviation= 17.5 
School C (Average socioeconomic background) 
.!.:.& 
139-5- 149-5 
129.5 - 139.5 
119.5- 129.5 
109.5- 119.5 
99-5 - 109.5 
89.5- 99-5 
19· 5 - 89.5 
69.5- 79-5 










4 Total = 106 
The mean I.Q. = 98.65. The standard deviation = 16.7 
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School D (Low socioecon9mic background) 
b..Q.:. Frequenciesr 
139.5 - 149· 5 0 
129.5-139.5 1 
119.5 - 129.5 ~5 
109.5 - 119.5 15 
99· 5 - 109.5 16 
89.5- 99·5 18 
79-5 - 89.5 9 
69.5 - 79.5 6 
59-5 - 69.5 0 Total = 70 
The mean I.Q. = 100.7. The standard deviation = 14.26 
School E ~Low socioeconomic background) 
.!:..S:. Frequencies 
139-5 - 149·5 1 
129.5 - 139· 5 2 
119. 5 - 129 • 5 19 
109.5 - 119-5 12 
99-5- 109.5 11 
89.5- 99·5 18 
79-5 - 89.5 19 
69.5 - 79·5 18 
59-5 - 69.5 4 Total = 104 
The mean I.Q. = 98.15. IDhe standard deviation = 19.6 
It should be noted that both intelligence tests used in the study 
had conversion tables which had I.Q. score limits of 70 to 140. However, 
although the highest possible I.Q. score o;n the H.H.T. (Pic I) 1-ras 140, 
a score of 150 could be obtained b,y extrapolation on the I1.H. 77. Both 
had similar lowest possible I.Q. scores of 60 by extrapolation. Accordingly, 
t-rhen the arbitrary categories of the distribution were arranged an e.:x:t.ra 
category at the top end t-Tas made for the H.H. 77 (fourth year) distribution 
of scores and eight cases were found to score at 140+.. Extrapolation from' 
the conversion table could produce score's up to 150. 
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The I•l.H.T. (Pic.I) produced a "bunching" in the top category at first 
year level for schools A and B. This is the resuiht of the r.t.H.T. (Pic I) 
not having sufficient 11 ceiling", or opportun~ty for spread at the top for 
the oldest bright children in the stu~ sample. 
The Chi-square Tests for a Normal Distribution used the following 
formula. 




fo = observed frequencies 
fe = expected frequencies 
(fo - fe) = the differences 
fo and fe 
The appropriate degrees of freedom are N intervals - 3. 
The formula for obtaining the fe values is fe = y ~ s~n.) 
where N = the total number of frequencies in the distribution. 
where S.D. = the standard deviation of the distribution. 
where i = the class interval of the distribution. 
between 
and where y = the height of the ordinate at z. (This is at the mid-point 
of each interval) 
In turn Z is obtained from the formula X' 
-S.D. 
1-1here x = X- m, X being the mid-point of each interval of the distribution 
in turn, N being the mean of the distribution, and X - M being the 
deviation of the interval mid-point from the mean. 
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The Chi-Square Test for a Normal Distribution at First Year Level. 
r.I = 110.8 ' S.D. = 15.7 N = 504 
X x4.e.X-I~ z ~.e. s~ n) y fe fo 
129 • 5 - 139 • 5 134-5 +23.7 +1.510 0.127 43 51 
119.5- 124.5 124.5 +13.7' +0.873 0.275 92 118 
109 • 5 ~ 119 • 5 114-5 + 3.1 +o.236 0.390 126 116 
99.5 - 109.5 104.5 - 6.3 -0.401 ~·310 120 107 
89.5- 99.5 94·5 -16.3 -1.039 0.240 78 67 
19· 5 - 89.5 84.5 -26.3 -1.675 0.100 33 22 
69.5 -. 79· 5 74·5 -36.3 -2.312 0.028 10 18 
59-5 - 69.5 64.5 -46.3 -2.951 0.006 2 5 
Regrouped Frequencies for the Chi-Square Test 
fo fe ( fo-fe) (fo-fe) 2 Chi-Sq. values 
129-5- 139.5 51 43 8 64 1.4 
119.5 - 129.5 118 92 26 676 7·5 
109 • 5 - 119. 5 116 126 10 100 0.8 
99· 5 - 109.5 107 120 13 169 1.4 
89.5- 99-5 67 78 11 121 1.5 
! 
79-5 - 89. 5) 
) 69. 5 - 79.5 ) 45 45 0 0 o.o 
59· 5 - 69. 5) 
Total 12.6 
~1i th 3 degrees of freedom th.is is just significant at the one per cent 
level. 'llbua the distribution is not completely normal. 
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?h~ Chi-square Test for a Normal Distribution at Fourth Year 1Level 
n = 103.6 S.D. = 17.98 llr = 490: 
X X ( i. o.X-!11) z( i.e. s~ D~ .· y fe fo 
139-5 - 149-5 144-5 +40-9 2-274 0.030 8 8 
129.5 - 139.5 134.5 +30.9 1.718 0.091 25 23 
119.5- 129-5 124.5 +20.9 1.162 0.200 55 71 
109 • 5 - 119 ~ 5 114-5 +10.9 0.606 0.332 93 93 
99-5- 109-5 104-5 + 0.9 0.050 0.398 109. 92 
89.5 - 99-5 94-5 - 9.1 0.506 0.351 95 87 
79-5 - 89-5 84.5 -19.1 1.062 0 •. 225 64 65 
69.5 - 79-5 74-5 -29.1 1.618 0.108 30 41 
59-5 - 69.5 64.5 -39.1 2.174 0.038 11 10 
Regrouped Frequencies for the Chi-Square Test. 
fo fe ( fo-fe) (.fo-fe) 2 Chi-Sq. values 
139-5- 149-5) 31 33 2 4 0.120 ) 129.5 ..:;. 139. 5) 
119.5 - 129.5 71 55 16 256 4.600. 
109.5 - 119.5 93 93 0 0 0.000 
99-5- 109.5 92 109 17 289 2.800 
89.5 - 99-5 87 95 ~8 64 0.660 
79-5 - 89.5 65 64 1 1 0.016 
69.5 - 79- 5) 51 41 10 100 2.640 ) 59· 5- 69. 5) 
Total = 10.736 
lii th 4 degrees of freedom this is just significant at the five per cent 
level. Thus the distribution is not completely normal. 
..l.'tU 
Appendix B 
The Investigation of the Relationship between LQ. and Stream Placement 
1H th First Year Children 
The Frequencies in the;oontingency tables, and the resulting chi-square 
values, were as follol'ITB. (All tables have four degrees of freedom). 
The Total First Year Sample in all Five Schools Combined 
Stream 
A B a 
+0.44 s.s. 115 57 8 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 69 64 39 
-0.44 s.s. 14 58 80 
Overall chi-square value = 140.8 
t·Ji th four degrees of freedom, significant well beyond one per cent level. 
School A 
Stream 
A B c 
+0.44 s.s. 36 14 3 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 5 19 8 
-0.44 s.s. 1 4 13 
Overall chi-square value = 53.6 
Highly significant; well beyond one per cent level. 
School B; 
Stream 
A B c 
+0.44 s.s. 24 20 4 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 12 11 18 
-0.44 s.s. 0 -1 14 
Overall chi-square value = 33.59 
Highly significant; well beyond one per cent level. 
School C 
Stream 
A B c 
+0.44 s •. s. 19 6 0 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 18 10 2 
-0.44 s.s. 4 19 12 
Overall chi-square value c 30.6 
Highly significant; well beyond one per cent level. 
School D 
Stream 
A Bl c 
+0.44 s.s. 17 9 1 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 18 12 8 
-0.44 s.s. 1 12 16 
Overall chi-square vaue = 18.06 
Significant; beyond one per cent level. 
School E 
Stream 
A B c 
+0.44 s.-s. , 19 8 0 
I.Q. .0.44 to -0.44 16 12 3 
-0.44 s.s. 2 22 25 
Overall chi-square value = 48.6 
Highly significant; beyond one per cent level. 
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W~th Fourth Year Children 
Thefrequencies in the contingenc,y tables, and the resulting chi-square 
values, were as follows. (All tables have four degrees of freedom). 
The Total Fourth Year Sample in all Five Schools Combined 
Stream 
A B c 
+0.44 s.s. 153 25 0 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 41 89 14 
-0.44 s.s. 0 58 110 
Overall chi-square value = 385.5 
Very highly significant. 
School A 
Stream 
A B c 
+0.44 s.s. 39 13 0 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 4 24 4 
-0.44 s.s. 0 3 18 
Overall chi-square value = 100.3 
Very bighly significant. 
School B 
Stream 
A B c 
+0.44 s.s. 39 11 0 
. I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 1 27 7 
-0.44 s.s. 0 0 20 
Overall chi-square value = 121.2 




A B c 
+0.44 s.s. 25 0 0 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 14 17 1 
-0.44 s.s. 0 18 31 




A B c 
+0.44 s.s. 18 1 0 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 13 11 2 
-0.44 s.s. 0 12 13 




A B c 
+0.44 s.s. 32 0 0 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 9 10 0 
-0.44 s.s. 0 25 28 
Overall chi-square value = 93.7 
Highly significant. 
The Com!:!lete Sam;ele of' First Year 8,.nd Fourth Year 
Stream 
A B c 
+0.44 s.s. 268 82 8 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 110 153 53 
-0.44 s.s. 14 116 190 




The Investigation of the Relationship between Level of I.Q. and Nonth 
of Birth (and thus sub-a.ge group) 
t-li th First Year Children 
The Total First Year Sample in all Five Schools Combined 
Month of Birth 
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Sept. to Dec.57 Jan. to April 58 idaJT to Aug. 58 
•0.44 s.s. 54 63 63 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 63 48 61 
-0.44 s.s. 48 51 53 
Chi-square value = 2. 78. Not significant. 
School A 
f·Ionth of Birth 
Sept. to Dec. 57 Jan to April 58 l·lay to Aug. 58 
+0.44 s.s. 21 17 15 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 12 9 11 
~0.44 s.s. 6 1 5 
Chi-square value = 0.833. Not significant. 
s·chool B 
Month of Birth 
Sept. to Dec.57 Jan. 1D April 58 f·lay to Aug. 58 
+0.44 s.s. 11 16 21 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 15 13 13 
+0.44 s.s. 5 3 7 
Chi-square value = 3.4 Not significant. 
School C 
<610.44 s.s. 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 
-0.44 s.s. 
l·lonth of Birth 
Sept. to Dec.57 Jan. to April 58 I.'iay to Aug.58 







Chi-square value = 2.14. Not significant. 
School D 
r.lonth of Birth 
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Sept. to Dec. 57 Jan.to April 58 f.IS3" to Aug. 58 
+6.44 s.s. 1 13 1 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 16 8 14 
.:..0.44 s.s. 12 16 1 
Chi-square value = 7.2 Not significant. 
School E 
r.lonth of Birth -
Sept.to Dec. 57 Jan~to April 58 r.Iay to Aug. 58 
+0.44 s.s. 1 8 12 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 12 8 11 
-0.44 s.s. 15 17 17 
Chi-square value = 1.815 Not significant. 
t-li th Fourth Year Children 
The Total Fourth Year Sample in all Five Schools Combined 
Month of' Birth 
Sept.to Dec.54 Jan.to April 55 
+0.44 ':;>.s • .'· 66 56 
... 
I.Q. +0.44 -~0 ... 0.44 36 53 
-0.44 s.s. 60 60 
Chi-square 'value = 7.117 Not significant. 
School A 
l>~onth of Birth 
Sept. to Dec.54 Jan. to April 55 
+0.44 s.s. 22 10 
I.Q. +0.44 to·-0.44 1 15 











Chi-square value = 8.7. N"ot quite significant at f'ive per cent level. 
IIIaxwell Analysis 
Due to linear regression 0.123 1 d.f'. liT. s. 
Due to departure f'rom linear regression 8.655 3 d.f'. S. ( 5%L) 
Overall value 8.77 4 d.f'. N.S. 
School B 
rJonth of' Birth 
Sept. to Dec. 54 Jan. to April 55 r.Iey to Aug. 55 
+0.44 s.s. 14 20 16 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 11 9 15 
-0.44 s.s. 12 2 6 
Chi-square value = 9.58. Significant at f'ive per cent level. 
Maxwell Analysis 
Due to linear regression 1.477 
Due to departure from linear regres~ion 8.381 





s. ( 5fuL) 









I.Q. +0.44. to -0.44 
-0 .1].4 8 • s. 
l•1onth of Birth 





I·ionth of Birth 


















+0.44 to -0.44 
-0.44 s.s. 
Chi-square value 
Lion th of Birth 
Sept. to Dec. 54 Janl to April 55 I·ley to Aug. 55 









For the Complete Sample of First Year and Fourth Year Children Combined 
r.Ionth of Birth 
Sept. to Dec. Jan. to April f·lay to Aug. 
+0.44 s.s. 120 119 119 
I.Q. +0.44 to -0.44 99 101 116 
-0.44 s.s. 108 111 101 
Chi-square value = 2.18. Not significant. 
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. Appendix · D 
'l'he Investigation of the Relationship Bett-Teen r.lonth of Birth (and thus 
age) and·Stream Placement. 
Hith First Year Children 
The Total First Year Sample in all' Five Schools Combined 
I,Ionth of Birth 
Sept.to Dec. 57 Jan. to. April 58 !·1ey to Aug.58 
A 92 62 44 
Stream B 48 60 71 
c 25 40 62 
Chi-square value = 37.9- :Highly significant. 
f·1axl:rell An~lysis 
Due to linear regression 35.2 1 d.f. 
Due to departure from linear regression 2.2 3 d. f. 
Overall value 37-4 4 d.f. 
School A 
11Ionth 'of Birth 
Sept.to Dec.57 Jan.to April 58 :r.ray to Aug. se 
A 20 15 1 
Stream B 13 13 11 





Chi-square value = 10.6. Significant at five per cent level. 
School B 
I·lonth of Birth 
Sept.to Dec.57 Jan. to April 58 r~Iay to Aug. 58 
A 20 8 8 
Stream B 4 12 16 
' 
c 1 12 17 
Chi-square value = 18.2 Significaat at one per cent level. 
School C 
Month of Birth 
Sept. to Dec. 57 -Jan. to April 58 
A 15 l(i 
Stream B 10 7 
c 1 4 
Chi-square value = 10177· Significant 
Maxwell Analysis 
Dtle to linear regre.ssion 8.29 
Due to departure from linear regression 2.48 
Overall va'J:ue 10.77 
School D 













S. ( 5%L) 
N.S. 
S. ( %L) 













Chi-square value = 14.37. Significant at one per cent level. 
School E 
Month of Birth 
Sept. to Dec. 57 Jan. to April 58 l:Iay 
A 14 11 
Stream B 14 12 
c 6 10 
Chi-square value = 2.14. Not significant 
Maxwell Analysis 
Due to linear regression 1.49 
Due to departure from linear regression 0.65 













Ui th Fourth Year Children 
The Total Fourth Year Sample in all Five Schools Combined 
J.Ionth of Birth 
Sept.to Dec. 54 Jan. to April 55 148\Y' 
A 72 68 
Stream B 49 60 
c 40 42 
Chi-square value = 4.38 Not significant. 
J.Ia.xwe 11 Ana1y siB 
Due to linear regression 3.0 
Due to departure from linear regression 1.38 
Overall value 4.38 
School A 
Month of Birth 
Sept. to Dec. 54 Jan. to April 55 
A 21 9 
Stream B 8 16 



















Chi-square value = 9.06. Not quite significant at five per cent level. 
i·Ianrell Analysis 
Due to linear regression 2.06 
Due to departure from minear regression 7-00 
Overall value 9.06 
School B 







Sept. to Dec. 54 Jan. to April 55 l·lay to Aug. 55 
A 12 16 12 
Stream B 13 11 14 
c 12 4 11 
Chi-square value= 4.98. Not s~gnificant. 
Haxwell Analysis 
Due to linear regression 0.02 
Due to departure from linear regression 4.96 
Overall value 4.98 
School C 

















Chi-square value = 4·57 Not significant. 
I:Iaxwell Analysis 
Due to linear regression 3.87 
Due to departure from linear regression 0.70 
Overall value 4. 57 
School D 



























Due to linear regression 0.02 




N.s. (b~t ~·~~at 
Overall value N.s. 
School E 
I·Ionth of Birth 
Sept. to Dec. 54 Jan. to April 55 r.Iay to Aug. 55 
A 14 14 13 
Stream B 10 16 9 
c 10 10 8 
I 
Chi-square value = 1.34. Not signi:f'.bant. 
APPENDIX E 
For the Youngest Sub-.Age Group. (Llay to August birthdeys) 
The Relationship between Stream Placement and School Year 
Stream 
A B c 
First Year 44 71 62 - 177 
Year Group Fourth Year ~ 63 _!g 159 -
....2.§ ~ 104 - 336 
Chi-square value = 4.389 d.f. = 2 
152 
Not quite significant at the five per cent level of confidence. 
Ma.n-Jell Anal;Esis 
lhe to linear regression 4.376 1 d. f. S (~L) 
Dtle to departure from linear regression 0.013 1 d. f. N.S. 
Overall value 4.389 2 d. f. N.S. 
Detail of J)1azt-Tell Analysis ( ~1i th reference to the above example) 
tfuen there exists a natural order amongst the categories in a 
classification it may be assumed that there is a continuous variable 
underlying them. Under this assumption it is possible to quantifY the 
variable by allotting numerical v.alues to the categories. With the 
abovo example the following values t·rcre nominated. 












From a frequency distribution of y' the sum of squares of the y' 
values about their mean is 83.74· 
From a frequenqy distribution of x• the sum of squares of the x• 
values about their mean is 201.89 
Also si = 0.2492 and ~ = 0.6009 
From a frequency distribution of (:n• - y') the sum of squares 
of the (x• - y') values about their mean is 255.96 
From a frequenqy distribution of (x• + y') the sum of squares 





(83.14 + 201.89 - 255.96) 
2(201.89) 









= 0.001116 83.14 
Chi-square for byx = tezxl 2 Vbyx = 




• 4-376 0.001234 
(0.1112)2 
= 4-316 0.001176 
:. Amount of chi-square due to linear regression = 4.376 
A Test of Proportions Between 1st Year Young Children in Stream A 
and 4th Year Young Children in Stream A (Ma.y to August birthdays) 
Using the formula 
_ lr• - P~ f 
z = j 
- - Nt + :H2. 
1' q N• Nz. 
where p = N, p, + IbP:z.. N• + ~h. 
1 - p and t-rhere q = 
1st Year 44 children out of 171 in Stream A :; p, • 0.2486 
4th Year 54 children out of 159 in Stream A :. Pz = 0.3396 















A Test of Proportions Between 1st Year Young Children in Stream B 
and 4th Year Young Children in Stream J3 (I•Icw to August birthda.ys) 
Using the same formula as before. 
let Year 71 children out of 171 in Stream B; :. p, = 0.4012 
4th Year 63 children out of 159 in Stream B:. :. p1 = o. 3960 
153 
N1 = 177 N,_ = 159 
. - 0.39 •• p = 
and q = 0.61 
-. 
•• z = 0.09 
A Test of Proportions Between 1st Year Young Children in Stream C 
and 4th Year Young Children in Stream C 
Using the same formula as before. 
let Year 62 children out of 177 in Stream 
4th Year 42 children out of 159 in Stream 
N1 = 177 N2 = 159 
• - 0.3155 •• p = 
and q = 0.6845 
-
• 
.. z = 1.39 
(IIlay to August birthda.ys) 
c • 0.35 •• PI = 
c • 0.283 •• P2 = 
A Test of Proportions Between 1st Year Young Children in Form A 
and 4th Year Young Children in Form A (tihen only children placed 
in either A or C Streams are considered) 
Using the same formula as bef6re. 
1st Year 44 children out of 106 in Form A 
4th Year 54 children out of 96 in Form A 
N1 = 106 N2.. = 96 
. 0.4851 •• p = 
andq = 0.5149 




Inter-School Differences can be seen in the follO\·Jiing table. 
Schools A B; c D 
lst Year I·lean I.Q. 117.2 115.7 107.8 107.0 
4th Year r.iean I.Q. 109.7 109.7 98.6 100.7 
1st Year Stan.Dev.I.Q. 13.5 13.6 14-5 15.8 
4th Year Stan.Dev.I.Q. 16.3 17.5 16.7 14.6 
1st Year - I.Q. v. 53.6(1%) 33.5(1%) 30.6(L%) 18.0(1%) 
Stream Placement 
(Chi-a~are jalues gl.ven 
4th Year - I.Q. v. 100.3(1%) 121.2(1%) 90-4(1%) 45:.01(1%) 
Stream Placement 
(Chi-square values given) 
1st Year - I.Q. v. o.8{N.s.) 3.4(N.S.) 2.14(N.S) 7.2(N.S.) 
I!Ion. of Birth 










4th Year - I.Q. v. 8.7(N.S.) 9.5(5%) 3.7(H.S) 2·.9(N.S.) 2.6(N.S.) 
Itlon. of Birth 
{Chi-square values given) 
lst Year - I·lonth of 
Birth v. St~. Place. 
(Chi-square values given) 
10.6(~) 18.2(1%) 10.7(5%1 14.3(1%) 2.l(N.s.) 
4th Year- I1onth of 9.0(N.S.) 4.9(N.S.) 4.5(N.s.)· 7.6(N.S.) 1.3(N.S.) 
Birth v. Str. Place. 
(Chi-square values given) 
* Shows a significant linear trend. 
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